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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the first part of this study was to develop computerized 
techniques for automation of instrum ent calibration, data collection and 
calculation of indices of pulmonary mechanical function in resting and 
exercising horses. The microcomputer system developed enabled a single 
trained technician to reliably operate the equipment in an equine pulmonary 
mechanics laboratory.
The first experiment investigated the temporal effects of histamine and 
methacholine aerosols on indices of pulmonary mechanics derived from the 
linear equation of motion. Data calculated on a breath-by-breath basis were 
too variable to be reliably modeled. Following application of averaging 
techniques, the temporal effects of histamine and methacholine on respiratory 
rate were the most predictable of all the response variables studied.
In experiment two, normal tidal breathing flow-volume loops (TBFVLs) of 
resting horses were characterized. In excess of 90% of the variance of 10 
TBFVL indices were summarized by a factor analysis with three factors. The 
first factor explained 82% of the total variance and was mainly due to time and 
volume relationships. Factor 2 was the expiratory flow factor, and explained 
a further 11% of the variance. The third factor was indicative of the shape of 
the inspiratory part of the TBFVL and explained 7% of the total variance.
xvi
The last experiment investigated the effects of three models of obstructive 
airway disease on TBFVLs. TBFVLs were analyzed using loop shape indices 
and standardized factor scores. Factor scores were obtained using the 
standardized factor scoring coefficients determined in experiment two. Under 
control conditions the factor scores were no different from those obtained in 
experiment two. Histamine and methacholine inhalation caused significant (P 
< 0.05) changes in all three of the factor scores. Increased inspiratory 
resistance caused significant changes (P < 0.05) in the factor score tha t 
characterized the inspiratory limb of TBFVLs. The variability of these data 
implied tha t the techniques used in these studies were sensitive enough to 
detect differences between the effects of models of obstructive airway disease 




Obstructive diseases occur in both the upper respiratory tract (URT) and lower 
respiratory tract (LRT) of the horse. Laryngeal hemiplegia and bronchiolitis 
are examples of URT and LRT obstructive diseases, respectively, and both 
conditions occur frequently in the horse. The role of such respiratory diseases 
in limiting equine athletic performance has been recognized for some time 
(Gillespie, 1974).
An estimated 5% of all Thoroughbreds and 40% of larger draught horses are 
affected with laryngeal hemiplegia and show classical signs upon endoscopic 
examination of the URT (Duncan, 1987). Additionally, in the United Kingdom, 
an estimated 90% of horses over 15 hands high are thought to be affected with 
a sub-clinical form of this condition (Duncan, 1987). While it is generally 
accepted tha t pulmonary function is greatly impaired in horses with clinical 
laryngeal hemiplegia, no data are available to document the influence of 
sub-clinical laryngeal hemiplegia on pulmonary function.
Bronchiolitis appears to be very prevalent in horses and the consequences are 
quite severe, especially in exercising horses (Mason et al. , 1983). Small airway 
disease, such as bronchiolitis, has recently been proposed as a possible 
predisposing factor to exercise induced pulmonary hemorrhage (EIPH)
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(Robinson & Derksen, 1981) which occurs to some degree in 42-75% of racing 
Thoroughbreds (Pascoe & Wheat, 1981; Raphel & Soma, 1982). Presently, no 
equine pulmonary function tests are sensitive enough to detect sub-clinical 
LRT obstructive disease.
Following the recent documentation of arterial hypoxemia and hypercarbia 
during high intensity exercise in normal horses, the respiratory system has 
been implicated as a limiting factor to exercise (Bayly et al., 1983; Bayly et al., 
1987; Wagner et al., 1989). In one of these studies (Wagner et al. , 1989), it was 
demonstrated tha t exercise induced hypoxemia occurs as a result of: 1) relative 
hypoventilation, 2) persistent, mild ventilation-perfusion inequality, and 3) 
alveolar-capillary 0 2 diffusion limitation. These authors suggest that the 
relative hypoventilation may be due to the obligatory entrainment of 
respiratory rate and stride frequency. Such findings indicate tha t mechanical 
limits may play a role in pulmonary hypoventilation.
Traditionally, equine pulmonary mechanics have been evaluated using 
response variables based on the linear equation of motion for the respiratory 
system. Such tests do not appear to be adequate to detect mild to moderate 
small airway disease in horses. In man, respiratory flow-volume loop (FVL) 
analysis has received widespread use as a means of evaluating pulmonary 
mechanical function. Advantages of FVL analysis include: 1) its non-invasive
nature, 2) it is not based on any assumptions as to the mechanical nature of 
the respiratory system, and 3) it can detect sub-clinical URT and LRT disease.
The studies reported in Chapters 3,4, 5 and 6 represent research efforts aimed 
a t developing a computerized system to evaluate pulmonary mechanics 
(traditional response variables and FVL analysis) in resting and exercising 
horses, and studies of the effects of three models of airway disease on 
pulmonary mechanics in resting horses. Such studies appear justified for 
several reasons. The analysis of respiratory mechanics requires collection of 
large quantities of data. Reduction of these data is very time consuming and 
tedious, therefore automation of these processes is highly desirable. At 
present, there are no commercially available computerized systems for 
evaluating pulmonary mechanics in resting and maximally exercising horses.
As previously discussed, URT and LRT obstructive disease are common in 
horses and have a profound negative effect on performance. However, 
diagnosis of these conditions is not presently possible until they reach an 
advanced stage. Because FVL analysis has proved so valuable in human 
medicine, as described above, adaptation of these techniques for use in horses 
is highly desirable.
Development of models of obstructive airway disease offer a method for 
determining the impact of these conditions on pulmonary mechanics and a tool
for evaluating more sensitive pulmonary function tests. Since certain models 
of airway disease are readily reversible all animals can receive all treatments. 
Therefore the power of statistical analyses of data is enhanced. Such models 
were used in the experiments described in subsequent chapters.
The specific objectives of these studies can be summarized as follows:
1. To develop a computerized system for automation of instrument 
calibration, data acquisition and data reduction in an equine pulmonary 
mechanics laboratory.
2. To characterize normal tidal breathing flow-volume loops in horses.
3. To investigate the temporal effects of three reversible models of airway 
disease (histamine inhalation, methacholine inhalation, and fixed upper 
airway resistance) on traditional variables for describing pulmonary 
mechanics and tidal breathing flow-volume loops in horses.
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN PULMONARY MECHANICS 
INTRODUCTION
Mechanics of breathing is concerned with one basic question: how does air get 
into and out of the lungs? Quantitation of respiratory mechanics has its 
origins in the work of the Swiss physiologist Fritz Rohrer and his associates, 
von Neergaard and Wirz. To this day, much research in this field is based on 
principles proposed by these researchers between 1915 and 1925 (Otis, 1986).
THEORETICAL BASIS OF PULMONARY MECHANICS
Mechanically, the respiratory system consists of three parts: 1) respiratory gas; 
2) lungs containing the gas; and 3) the thorax containing the lungs. Movement 
of this system results in gas flow and/or compression. Respiratory muscles 
provide the force necessary to cause movement of the pulmonary system. 
Force is dissipated in overcoming flow-resistive, inertial and elastic 
components of the respiratory gas, lungs and chest wall. Elementary 
relationships between the forces (changes in pressure) tha t cause movement
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of the respiratory system (changes in volume) can be described by the equation 
of motion (Mead, 1961; Rodarte & Rehder, 1986).
The simplest form of this equation describes a system that only has motion in 
one direction (see Figure 1. Rectilinear Mechanical Analogy). In such a 
system, if a force ifa) is applied, the system will respond with a displacement 
(s), a linear velocity (v), and an acceleration (a). The magnitude of force 
needed to cause a certain response is determined by: 1) the spring constant {K), 
which relates force to s; 2) frictional resistance (R ), which relates force to v, 
and 3) mass, which determines the force needed to produce a. The respiratory 
system can be considered as a three-dimensional analogue (see Figure 1. Three 
Dimensional Analogy) in which the spring is replaced by an elastic bellows, 
sliding frictional resistance is replaced by resistance to gas flow through a 
tube, and the mass to be accelerated is replaced by the mass of the gas and the 
bellows. In this case, the force that causes motion is pressure (P), and the 
volume change (V) of the system is analogous to displacement. Pressure is 
related to volume by the reciprocal of compliance (1/C), to flow by resistance 
(R ), and to volume acceleration by inertance (/). The analogy between this 
three dimensional system and a simple electrical circuit (see Figure 1. 
Electrical Analogy) with a resistance (R ), a capacitance (C) and an inductance 
(L) is often made. This analogy is very useful because electrical circuits of this 
type are well characterized and thus many problems in respiratory mechanics 




— M -o s f lfa -R
Rectilinear Mechanical (distance-force; s-f )  
Elements Equations of Motion
R_ = frictional resistance L = K s  + R s + Mstn o m in
Km = linear elastance fa = Kms + R^v + Ma
M - mass
Three Dimensional (volume-pressure; V-P)
1R = flow-resistance V + RV + IV





R -  ohmic resistance Ea = —q + Rq + L<jC
C -  capacitance 
L = inductance
E -  — 
a C
fidt + Ri + L —
J d t
Figure 1. Examples of rectilinear mechanical, three dimensional, and 
electrical systems of motion with their respective equations of motion for a 
single degree of freedom.
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The above representations of mechanical systems are based on certain 
assumptions. Firstly, it is assumed that the systems are linear (terms relating 
force to movement are constant). In the respiratory system this is not strictly 
true, as compliance changes with volume, resistance is dependent on flow, and 
inertance varies with acceleration (Mead, 1961). The system is thus more truly 
represented by the following equation:
Pa = Fj(K) + F2(V) + F,(K) (1)
where Pa is the pressure applied to the system, and F,, F.,, and F:l are 
unspecified functions of volume, flow and acceleration, respectively. Secondly, 
the systems are assumed to have only one degree of freedom. This assumption 
is true for volume changes in each of the three parts of the respirat ory system 
(see page 5), which act in series in terms of change in volume, but is not 
necessarily true within each part, where subunits act in parallel. Parallel 
systems act like systems with one degree of freedom only if the motion within 
each subunit makes up a fixed proportion of the complete motion. In the 
respiratory system, such fixed relationships probably occur very seldom (Mead, 
1961). Thirdly, it is assumed tha t the pressures at the boundaries of each of 
the parts of the system are uniformly distributed. This is true for the pressure 
at the body surface, is probably true for airway opening pressure and alveolar 
pressure in normal individuals, but is probably false for intrapleural pressure, 
which is affected by gravitational forces in man (Agostoni & Hyatt, 1986) and 
horses (Derksen & Robinson, 1980). Lastly, the terms compliance, flow-
resistance and inertance tha t are used to describe functions of volume, flow 
and acceleration, respectively, make specific implications about the physical 
properties of the respiratory system. Although part of the compliance is due 
to lung and chest wall elasticity, the rest of the properties included in this 
function are poorly understood. The resistance and inertance functions are 
also complex, and the limitations of these terms should not be ignored.
Much of our present knowledge of pulmonary mechanics was gained using 
these analogous systems of motion. While these approaches to analysis have 
greatly simplified many of the concepts involved in understanding pulmonary 
mechanics, analyses of this type are based on specific assumptions which may 
not be strictly valid, especially in diseased subjects. Thus interpretation of 
results from such analyses should be approached cautiously.
MEASUREMENT OF RESPIRATORY VOLUME
Chain compensated, water-sealed spirometers provide the most accurate 
measures of respiratory volumes and are often the standard against which 
other techniques are compared (Willoughby & McDonell, 1979). These devices 
require minimal recording apparatus and their calibration is independent of 
gas composition. Spirometric volumes at ambient temperature and pressure, 
saturated with water vapor (ATPS) are easily converted to volumes at body
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temperature, ambient pressure, saturated (BTPS) or standard temperature and 
pressure, dry (STPD).
The cumbersome nature of spirometers for the measurement of respiratory 
volumes in horses, and the high inertia of the spirometer bell make spirometry 
impractical for routine use in horses (Willoughby & McDonell, 1979). In 
horses, gas volumes are usually determined by electrical or digital integration 
of flows, measured with a pneumotachograph, with respect to time. Whole- 
body plethysmography has been used to measure various lung volumes in non­
sedated standing (Beadle, 1985) and anesthetized horses (Leith & Gillespie,
1975).
MEASUREMENT OF RESPIRATORY GAS FLOW
The most widely used instruments for measurement of respiratory gas flows 
in horses are linear resistance type devices with associated differential 
pressure transducers (Art & Lekeux, 1988a; Art & Lekeux, 1988c; Derksen et 
al., 1982a; Mauderly, 1974; Muylle & Oyaert, 1973; Stadler & Deegen, 1986; 
Willoughby & McDonell, 1979). According to Poiseuille’s law, pressure drop 
across such a linear resistance device is directly proportional to mass flow of 
gas, as long as flow remains laminar. Each of these devices thus has an upper 
flow limit, which means tha t more than one device may be needed to record 
the full range of flows from resting, and especially from exercising horses.
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These devices are prone to clogging with condensed water vapor or respiratory 
mucus. Clogging of the resistance element results in changes in calibration of 
the device. Effects of condensation of water vapor can be partially overcome 
by heating the flowhead electrically. Further limitations of these devices are: 
1) they are bulky, especially those with a range sufficient to accurately record 
flows in exercising horses; 2) they can cause a degree of loading of the 
respiratory system, which may affect the variables under study; and 3) the 
frequency response characteristics of the devices may be inadequate for the 
recording of certain respiratory events (Jackson & Vinegar, 1979).
Vane type flowmeters have also been used to record respiratory flows in horses 
(Hornicke et al., 1983). Limitations of these devices are: 1) output is not 
linearly related to flow, 2) range is limited, thus two different devices are 
needed to record respiratory flows in resting and exercising horses, and 3) 
frequency response characteristics of these devices have not been described, 
and thus they may be inadequate for faithful recording of certain respiratory 
events (Beadle et al., 1990).
Recently, ultrasonic pneumotachometers for use in horses have been described 
(Beadle et al., 1990; Woakes et al., 1987). These devices have certain 
advantages over the devices described above. They have a wide range, their 
output is linearly related to flow, and they offer very little resistance to flow, 
thus loading effects on the system under study are minimized. They are also
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light and have good frequency response characteristics (Plaut & Webster, 
1980). One limitation of some of these devices (Woakes et al., 1987) is tha t as 
measured flows are proportional to the speed of sound through the gas medium 
under investigation, and the speed of sound in a gas is dependent on the 
density of the gas, flows measured will be in error if the gas density changes. 
As gas densities of inspired air (ambient air) and expired gas are different, the 
flow output will be in error for certain portions of the respiratory cycle. 
Density of the gas in the flowhead can be measured ultrasonically. An 
ultrasonic pneumotachometer which provides measures of gas flow and gas 
density can be used to correct the flow output for changes in gas density 
during the respiratory cycle (Beadle et al., 1990).
MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE
Pressures a t different points in the respiratory system are usually measured 
using electromanometry. Low displacement, diaphragm type transducers can 
easily be interfaced with a variety of recording devices. The recent 
introduction of solid-state, very low displacement, piezo-resistive differential 
pressure transducers with outputs of sufficient magnitude to be easily 
interfaced with analog to digital converters in digital computers have further 
simplified recording systems.
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Pressure at the body surface (barometric pressure), intrapleural pressure, 
airway opening pressure and pressures at various points in the upper 
respiratory tract are the most common pressure measurements performed in 
respiratory mechanics studies. Pressures at different points in the respiratory 
system are usually measured with differential pressure transducers, one port 
of which is referenced to barometric pressure. Pressure differences between 
different points in the system can then be calculated algebraically.
Measurements of intrapleural pressure in man were subject to a great deal of 
variability until the adoption of standard techniques. In man, intrapleural 
pressure is estimated by measuring esophageal pressure using a standard 
balloon catheter system and standard placement techniques (Milic-Emili et al., 
1964b). As yet, there is no accepted standard technique for the measurement 
of intrapleural pressure in horses.
In horses, intrapleural pressures have been measured using direct cannulation 
of the pleural space with liquid (Art & Lekeux, 1988c; Derksen & Robinson, 
1980; Gillespie et al., 1966; Littlejohn & Bowles, 1980; McPherson & Lawson, 
1974; Sasse, 1971; Willoughby & McDonell, 1979) or air filled catheter systems 
(Muylle & Oyaert, 1973; Obel & Schmiterlow, 1948). Esophageal pressure 
estimates of intrapleural pressure have been measured with various balloon 
(Art & Lekeux, 1988c; Derksen & Robinson, 1980; Gillespie et al., 1966; 
McPherson & Lawson, 1974; Willoughby & McDonell, 1979) or pressure
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transducer tipped catheters (Forster, H. V., Personal communication). Part of 
the variability in reported values of intrapleural pressure in horses is probably 
due to these differences in methodology (Leith, 1983).
Each of these techniques has limitations. Direct measurement of intrapleural 
pressure requires the use of stringent asepsis to avoid the induction of pleural 
infections (Sasse, 1971). Fluid filled catheter systems are very prone to 
movement artifact, and thus great care has to be taken to stabilize both the 
transducer and catheter systems (Littlejohn & Bowles, 1980; Sasse, 1971), and 
thus this method cannot be used in exercising horses. Frequency responses of 
such systems are very good. The frequency response of air filled catheter 
systems is adequate to measure most respiratory events in horses, including 
exercising subjects, as long as the catheter system remains filled with air. If 
a liquid-air interface develops, the frequency response of these catheter 
systems deteriorates dramatically. This deterioration manifests itself as a flat 
signal proportional to the mean value of the measured pressure. This 
phenomenon can be overcome by flushing the catheter system with a small 
amount of air to re-establish a continuous air column (Muylle & Oyaert, 1973). 
Esophageal pressure estimates of intrapleural pressure have the distinct 
advantage tha t asepsis is not required when the balloon catheter or transducer 
is introduced. Disadvantages of these systems are tha t measured pressures 
are influenced by compliance properties of the balloon and esophageal wall, are 
affected by cardiogenic and esophageal tone artifact, and by the position of the
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balloon or transducer in the esophagus (Milic-Emili et al., 1964a; Sasse, 1971). 
Esophageal tone artifacts are variable between subjects, and in general, seem 
to be more pronounced in normal horses than in horses with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (Guthrie A.J. & Beadle R.E., Unpublished 
observations).
Alveolar pressure cannot be measured directly but plethysmographic methods 
have been described for the measurement of these pressures in man and 
animals, including the horse (Beadle, 1985). Measures of alveolar pressure are 
of particular interest as these measures are needed to calculate airway 
resistance.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF TRANSDUCER SYSTEMS
Since the respiratory system is a dynamic system and respiratory volumes, 
flows and pressures change with time, it is of utmost importance tha t 
transducer systems used possess adequate frequency response characteristics 
to follow these changes. Methods for determining the frequency response 
characteristics of various transducers have been published (Anthonisen, 1986). 
The most versatile of these methods is tha t described by Jackson and co­
workers in which the ability of transducers to follow dynamic events is 
evaluated by examining their response to sinusoidal changes in the variable
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over an appropriate frequency range (Butler et al., 1986; Jackson & Vinegar, 
1979).
Response of transducers to sine waves of different frequencies can be 
quantitated by expressing the measured variable (sine wave) and the actual 
variable in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain, a sine wave is 
fully characterized by a single complex number. The real part of the complex 
number represents the amplitude of the sine wave and the imaginary part of 
the complex number represents the phase of the wave. Ratios of the complex 
numbers representing the measured and actual variables provide a measure 
of the frequency response a t a particular frequency. Frequency response over 
the entire range of interest is fully described by plotting the real (amplitude 
ratio) and imaginary (phase difference) parts of complex ratios as functions of 
frequency (Jackson & Vinegar, 1979).
In man, most respiratory signals do not contain significant frequency 
components above 5-6 Hz, although significant frequency components of as 
much as 26 Hz have been reported (Lemen et al., 1982). As yet, there are no 
reports of actual determinations of the frequency spectra of respiratory signals 
in horses, but by extrapolation from human data, it appears as if the upper 
frequency limit of respiratory signals in horses is between 4 and 10 Hz. Direct 
extrapolation from human data may be unfounded due to the peculiar 
breathing pattern in resting, normal horses (Derksen et al., 1982a).
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Good spirometers, plethysmographs, linear resistance pneumotachometers and 
diaphragm type pressure transducers have flat frequency responses up to 6-8, 
12, 10 and 20-40 Hz, respectively (Anthonisen, 1986). Frequency responses of 
pressure transducers are profoundly affected by attachments to the transducer. 
Thus lengths of tubes attaching linear resistance devices to differential 
pressure transducers used to measure the pressure drop across the resistance 
element, and attaching balloon catheters to their pressure transducers, should 
be limited (Jackson & Vinegar, 1979). The frequency response characteristics 
of such systems can be dramatically affected by minor changes to the lengths 
or diameters of tubes connecting such devices, and thus the frequency response 
of systems that are modified in any way should be fully investigated prior to 
their use (Butler et al., 1986; Jackson & Vinegar, 1979).
Characterization of the frequency response characteristics of transducer 
systems in the frequency domain provides a means of correcting signals 
measured using transducer systems with marginal frequency response 
characteristics (Butler et al., 1986). This correction is achieved by 
multiplication of the measured variable (expressed in the frequency domain) 
by the inverse of the frequency response function (referred to as the transfer 
function) of the transducer system (Butler et al., 1986; Renzi et al., 1990). The 
corrected variable can be displayed by expressing the result in the time 
domain.
PULMONARY MECHANICS IN THE HORSE
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LUNG VOLUMES
Total lung capacity (TLC) is the volume of gas in the lungs and airways 
following maximal inhalation. Vital capacity (VC) is the maximum gas volume 
that can be voluntarily eliminated from the respiratory system and is 
measured from the end of maximal inhalation to the end of maximal 
exhalation. The volume of gas remaining in the respiratory tract following 
maximal expiration is the residual volume (RV). The functional residual 
capacity (FRC) is the volume of gas in the lungs and airways following 
spontaneous expiration (Agostoni & Hyatt, 1986; Leith, 1983).
In man, the first pulmonary function test applied clinically was measurement 
of vital capacity (Otis, 1986). Vital capacity (VC) can be measured using any 
volume measurement device, but is usually measured with a water-sealed, 
chain compensated spirometer and the results are reported a t body 
temperature, ambient pressure and saturated with water vapor (BTPS). Due 
to lack of patient cooperation this test can only be performed in anesthetized 
horses. VC has been measured using plethysmographic techniques in 
anesthetized horses (Leith & Gillespie, 1975) (see Table 1).
Table 1. Comparison of published values of FRC, RV, TLC and VC measured using plethysmography, helium or 














Plethys- Normal3 452 6 18.9 19.1 42.1 33.0
mographic COPDa 363 1 37.8 16.1 58.6 42.5
Leith & Gillespie, 1975
Closed- Normal 521 10 15.99
circuit He COPD 515 12 25.73
dilution Denac-Sikiric, 1976
Normalb 551 15 16.65
COPDh 524 14 27.26
Normal 300d 5 12.09
McDonell & Hall, 1974
Normal3 300d 5 6.51
Normalb 199 5 10.43° 20.33° Derksen et al., 1982a
Normalb 200d 8 7.98 Willoughby &
Normalb 450d 6 16.02 McDonell, 1979
Open- Normal 167 3 8.1 Mauderly, 1974
circuit N2 
dilution
Normal 450d 6 21.87 Willoughby &
COPD 450d 15 22.82 McDonell, 1979
Normal 402 6 20.62 Gallivan et al., 1989
Data obtained from diseased subjects are in italics. 3 - anesthetized subjects, b - sedated horses, 
c - dilution started at mid-expiratory pause, d - estimated weights as results were reported in C per 100 kg.
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While measurement of FRC and TLC include RV, RV cannot be measured 
directly in horses. In man, RV can be measured using plethysmographic 
techniques, closed-circuit helium dilution methods, open-circuit nitrogen 
dilution, and more recently, using single breath tests with helium or oxygen. 
In horses, RV and TLC have been measured plethysmographically in 
anesthetized subjects. TLC has been measured using helium dilution in 
sedated tracheostomized subjects and FRC has been determined using 
plethysmography, He and N2 dilution in resting, sedated and anesthetized 
subjects (see Table 1).
In man, FRC measured using plethysmography is often greater than that 
measured using dilution techniques (DuBois et al., 1956). These differences 
have been ascribed to errors associated with both techniques. Underestimation 
of FRC may occur in short duration dilution techniques as there is insufficient 
time for gas equilibration with poorly ventilated areas of the lung (Anthonisen, 
1986). Overestimation of FRC by plethysmographic techniques may occur 
when abdominal gas volume is included in the measure of FRC (Habib & 
Engel, 1978), or when pressure swings a t the mouth are less than those in the 
alveoli (Rodenstein et al., 1982; Stanescu et al., 1982).
In horses, no studies have reported measures of FRC using plethysmographic 
and dilution techniques in the same subjects, and presently there are 
insufficient data to make valid comparisons between the two techniques. The
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average FRC measured using dilution techniques in normal horses is less than 
that of horses with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), but the 
differences are statistically insignificant (Denac-Sikiric, 1976; Willoughby & 
McDonell, 1979). Sedation (Denac-Sikiric, 1976), abdominal distention and 
anesthesia (McDonell & Hall, 1974) decrease the measured FRC. In 
anesthetized subjects, posture also affects TLC, VC, RV, and FRC (Sorenson 
& Robinson, 1980). Although measures of FRC are useful for standardization 
of other response variables to absolute lung volume, the variability of the 
measured FRC and the technical complexity of making such measures have 
limited its use in horses.
RESPIRATORY STATIC COMPLIANCE
Static compliance is defined as the change in static pressure associated with 
a specific change in volume of the respiratory system (AV/AP). The compliance 
properties of the complete respiratory system are elucidated if the respiratory 
system pressure (Prs), usually measured at the airway opening, is plotted 
against volume change. Compliance of the lungs and the chest wall can be 
separated if intrapleural pressure (Ppl) is measured, as transthoracic (Pw) and 
transpulmonary pressure (Pl) can both be plotted against volume (Anthonisen, 
1986).
In human studies, static compliance is measured using the interruption or 
quasistatic techniques tAnthonisen. 19861 Both techniques have been used in 
conscious subjects. The interruption technique requires that the subject 
inspire to TLC. and then expire in a stepwise fashion. At each increment the 
airway opening is closed, the subject is instructed to relax the entire 
respiratory system, and pressure is measured. Pressure is then plotted against 
expired gas volume and a pressure-volume curve constructed. This validity of 
this technique depends upon how well subjects relax at each increment. More 
reliable measures of static compliance can be obtained from anesthetized 
subjects following administration of muscle relaxants. The risks involved with 
such procedures far outwreigh the value of data obtained from these studies.
Quasistatic compliance of the respiratory system is determined by having t he 
subject inhale to TLC and then exhale slowly to RV. The speed of exhalation 
is usually controlled by having the subject exhale via a fixed resistance. This 
prevents the subject from controlling the flow by narrowing the glottis, since 
this causes a pressure drop across the glottis and the pressure measured at the 
mouth, as an estimate of transpulmonarv pressure, will be in error 
(Anthonisen, 1986). At present, this technique appears to be the method of 
choice in human studies.
In most animal species, typical pressure-volume curves of the respiratory 
system are sigmoid, while the lung and chest wall curves are curvilinear.
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Description of these curves is thus usually performed by fitting exponential 
functions to the data, and comparing the equation parameters from different 
subjects (Schroter, 1980).
As both the interruption and quasistatic techniques require patient 
cooperation, they can only be used in anesthetized or sedated equine subjects. 
Both of these techniques have been used in horses (see Table 2). The 
compliance of the lungs and chest wall were evaluated separately in three of 
these studies (Leith & Gillespie, 1975; Rawlings et al., 1975; Sorenson & 
Robinson, 1980). The results reported in these studies differ greatly.
In only one equine study (Derksen et al., 1982a) were the data fitted to 
monoexponential functions. The differences in the pressures used to inflate the 
respiratory system, and lack of data describing the fit of raw data to 
exponential functions make comparisons between equine studies impossible.
RESPIRATORY DYNAMICS
A more complete understanding of the dynamic properties of the respiratory 
system can be gained by considering the equation of motion for the respiratory 
system:
T able 2. Published values of respiratory system (Crs), lung (Cl) and chest wall compliance (Cw) measured using the 


























Leith & Gillespie, 
1975
Normalb 208 5 1.31° 20.0 Derksen et al., 1982a
Normal3 485 8 1.7 0.9 30.0 Sorenson & 
Robinson, 1980
Normal3 450 7 0.236 20.0 Purchase, 1966a,b
Inter­ Normal3 140 15 0.169 0.368 0.335 30.0 Rawlings et al., 1975
ruption Mixed*4 441 9 0.246 45.0 Mapleson & Weaver, 
1969
Data obtained from diseased subjects are in italics. 3 - anesthetized subjects, b - sedated subjects, 
c - via endotracheal tube introducer through a chronic tracheostoma, d - included 3 abnormal subjects.
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— V + R V + I V  
C
(2)
where Pa is the pressure applied to the system a t any instant, V, V  and V  are
gas volume, gas flow and volume acceleration, respectively, C represents 
compliance, R  resistance and I  inertance of the respiratory system (Mead, 
1961). Equation (2) can be simplified as follows:
where Pel is the pressure due to elastic properties, PR is the pressure required 
to overcome flow-resistance, and P, is the pressure required to overcome 
inertance properties of the respiratory system (Mead & Whittenberger, 1953).
Dynam ic com pliance
At the points in the respiratory cycle where flow is zero (beginning of 
inspiration and beginning of expiration), the pressure due to flow-resistive 
properties of the respiratory system is zero (PR = 0). Furthermore, if one 
assumes tha t inertial properties of the respiratory system are negligible (P, = 




Compliance calculated during the respiratory cycle is referred to as dynamic 
compliance (Cdyn), thus distinguishing it from compliance measured under 
static conditions. The measured volume difference between points of zero flow 
is tidal volume (Vt), and pressure difference between these two points in the 
respiratory cycle can be represented as APpl, thus equation (4) can be rewritten 
as follows:
Ca.  = —  <5 >
Cdyn can then be calculated on a breath-by-breath basis from simultaneous 
recordings of respiratory gas volume and transpulmonary pressure. Such 
calculations can be performed manually from strip chart recordings, 
electronically (Mead & Whittenberger, 1953), or using digital computers.
Several authors have reported Cdyn for horses (see Table 3). In these studies 
transpulmonary pressure was measured using either direct cannulation of the 
pleural space, or estimated using esophageal balloon techniques. Data 
reported in these studies vary greatly. Part of the variability in these data is 
probably due to differences in methodology. The extraordinary biphasic 
respiratory pattern observed in normal horses a t rest (Koterba et al., 1988) 
may invalidate the assumption that the inertial term is negligible (P, * 0) 
(Derksen et al., 1982a) and thus calculated values of Cdyn may be biased. As 
the bias is proportional to volume acceleration, which in turn is dependent on
Table 3. Comparison of published values of dynamic compliance (Cdyn) and maximal change in pleural pressure 



































Muylle & Oyaert, 1973
Normal 316 2 0.99±0.28 Dewes et al., 1974
Not specified Normal 483 6 2.27±1.15 6.2±1.94 Willoughby & McDonell,
COPD 465 17 0.52±0.29 21.4±17.6 1979
Esophageal Normal3 206 5 0.771 Derksen et al., 1982a
balloon 






















Gillespie & Tyler, 1969
Data obtained from diseased subjects are in italics.
3 - subjects sedated and had an endotracheal tube introduced via a chronic tracheostoma.
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respiratory effort, part of the variability in reported Cdyn may be due to 
differences in respiratory effort.
Although Cdyn measured in horses with COPD has been shown to be 
significantly less than that in control subjects (Gillespie & Tyler, 1969; Muylle 
& Oyaert, 1973; Sasse, 1971), the large variability of Cdyn limits its use as a 
pulmonary function test for detecting mild or moderate lung disease (Derksen 
et al., 1982a). Measures of Cdyn may be useful for serial studies on the effects 
of treatments tha t modify pulmonary mechanics in groups of horses (Derksen 
et al., 1982a).
Significant differences between the means of the ratio of tidal volume to 
maximal change in pleural pressure during the respiratory cycle in groups of 
normal and COPD affected horses have also been reported (Gillespie et al., 
1966; Gillespie & Tyler, 1969; Muylle & Oyaert, 1973; Sasse, 1971). As this 
ratio is not derived from the equation of motion it does not quantify any of the 
variables for describing pulmonary mechanics, and probably for this reason, it 
has not been reported in any of the more recent studies.
Flow-resistance
Calculation of pulmonary resistance is more complex than calculation of 
compliance. While calculation of Cdyn relies upon measuring P and V  when V
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is zero, an analogous situation does not exist for R. Pulmonary flow-resistanee 
can be calculated using the subtraction method (Neergaard & Wirz, 1927). To 
calculate resistance using this method, transpulmonary pressure and 
respiratory gas flow are measured a t the same total lung volume during 
inspiration and expiration. Assuming that Cdyn is equal on inspiration and 
expiration, and tha t effects of inertia are negligible, the following equations 
can be developed:
P t -  7 T -  V t + R V t <6 )
dyn
and
P. = + «K . (7)
dyn
where P, and Pe are the pressures measured during inspiration and expiration, 
respectively, V, and Ve are the flows measured during inspiration and 
expiration, respectively, and Ve are the inspiratory and expiratory volumes 
at which pressure and flow were determined and R  is resistance.
As V, was set equal to Ve and Cdyn is assumed to be equal on inspiration and 
expiration, it follows that:
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1 K = -J— Ve (8)c i cdyn dyn
By combining equations (6) and (7) and rearranging terms the following 
relationship is determined:
p  _ p
R =  *- (9)
K - K
This method required laborious calculations which severely limited its 
application until the introduction of an electrical subtraction device for partial 
automation of the calculations (Mead & Whittenberger, 1953). The electrical 
subtraction technique has been used widely both in human and equine studies. 
The algorithms used in this technique can also be implemented using digital 
computers. Modifications to the electrical subtraction technique of Mead and 
Whittenberger have resulted in the development of various automated systems 
for determination of respiratory resistance (Dennis et al. , 1969; Drazen et al.,
1976).
Bodman’s technique for calculation of respiratory resistance is based on the 
assumption tha t the expiratory spirogram is an exponential function. In this 
case, the time constant (T) for the respiratory system can be calculated, and 
from this and a previously calculated value of compliance (C), the resistance 
(R) can be calculated (T = R x C) (Purchase, 1966a).
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Respiratory resistance has been measured in anesthetized horses using both 
the subtraction and Bodman’s techniques (see Table 4). As the assumption 
tha t the expiratory spirogram is an exponential function may not be valid in 
horses, data obtained using Bodman’s technique have been questioned 
(Mapleson & Weaver, 1969).
A subtraction method has been described for measurement of respiratory 
resistance in unanesthetized horses (Gillespie et al., 1966). This technique has 
been used by various authors to determine respiratory resistance (see Table 5). 
Significant differences between the mean expiratory resistance in groups of 
normal and COPD affected horses have been demonstrated (Gillespie & Tyler, 
1969). Mean inspiratory resistance measured in normal horses is significantly 
lower than tha t of subjects with surgically induced laryngeal hemiplegia 
(Derksen et al., 1986).
The data reported in each of these studies were highly variable (coefficients of 
variation approaching 30%), and there are large differences between data 
reported by different authors (see Table 5). The large overall variability of 
these data is probably due to differences in methodology and inadequacy of the 
assumptions upon which calculation or resistance is based (see page 26). This 
variability in measures of respiratory resistance has limited use of these 
techniques for evaluating pulmonary function in horses.









Subtraction Normal 452 5 0.20 0.16 0.40
Leith & Gillespie, 1975
COPD 363 1 0.15 0.10 0.27
Bodman’s Normal 450 7 1.33 Purchase, 1966a,b
Data obtained from diseased subjects are in italics.
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Table 5. Published values of inspiratory and expiratory flow-resistance for horses calculated using the subtraction 
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Gillespie & Tyler, 
1969
Data obtained from diseased subjects are in italics.




P artition in g  o f  resistance
The flow-resistance of the upper and lower respiratory tract can be partitioned 
by separately measuring the pressure differences between the pleural space 
and trachea, and between the trachea and airway opening. By applying the 
subtraction method for determining resistance to these partitioned pressures 
and associated flows the upper and lower respiratory tract resistances can be 
calculated. In man, upper airway resistance accounts for approximately 50% 
of the total pulmonary resistance during mouth breathing, and this percentage 
increases further during nasal breathing. In resting horses, which are obligate 
nose breathers, the proportion of the resistance ascribed to the upper airways 
varies between approximately 80% (Art et al., 1988; Willoughby & McDonell, 
1979) and 20% (Robinson et al., 1976) (see Table 6). These differences in 
results indicate a need for further research in this area.
Work o f  breath ing
The mechanical work performed during breathing can be calculated from 
simultaneous and continuous measurements of differential pressure across the 
respiratory system and volume displacement. A plot of volume against 
transpulmonary pressure during a single breath results in a loop which defines 
an area tha t represents the nonelastic (or viscous) mechanical work done (Otis, 
1954). As the area described by a trapezoid constructed from the points on the











267 5 Resting 0.667 0.114 17
Art et al., 1988
267 5 3.5 m-s \  8.3° 0.964 0.207 22
363-573 10 Resting 0.840 0.670 80 Robinson et a l, 1976





loop that represent the beginning and end of inspiration, and the projections 
of these points on the volume axis represent elastic work done, this variable 
can also be determined from pressure-volume diagrams. This determination 
is based on the assumption that compliance is linear over the volume range of 
the loop (Otis, 1954).
Viscous work of breathing (Wb) calculated from areas of pressure-volume loops 
obtained from horses have been reported by several authors (see Table 7). 
Reported values of Wb, expressed in kg-cm, vary approximately 300rr between 
different studies. Differences in methodology are probably partially responsible 
for the variability in reported results. In attem pts to control for differences in 
tidal volume and respiratory frequency, some authors have reported data in 
terms of kg-cm-f1 or kg-cnvmin 1 (Amoroso et al., 1963; Gallivan et al., 1989; 
Sasse, 1971; Willoughby & McDonell, 1979). Reports of elastic work of 
breathing measured in horses are scant. The variability associated with 
measures of Wb limit the application of,this measure as a pulmonary function 
test in horses.
Pulm onary oscilla tion  m echanics
The study of the mechanical responses of the respiratory system to small time- 
variant forces is called oscillation mechanics (Peslin & Fredberg, 1986). As 
these techniques are non-invasive and do not require patient cooperation, they
Table 7. Published work of breathing (Wb), in kg-cm and kg-cm-fi1, and rate of work of breathing (Wb) data 
calculated from areas of pressure-volume loops for horses.
Health Weight n Wb Wb Wb Reference
Status (kg) kg-cm kg-cm-C1 kg-cm-min 1
Normal 402 6 7.93 1.63 108.82 Gallivan et al., 1989
































Data obtained from diseased subjects are in italics. 
3 - data from mules.
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have gained widespread acceptance in human medicine for studies in a wide 
variety of subjects. These methods pi-ovide information about the respiratory 
system impedance, which not only includes measures of resistance but also of 
respiratory system compliance and inertance. Such studies thus provide a 
complete description of the mechanical properties of the respiratory system 
over the chosen range of driving frequencies (Peslin & Fredberg, 1986).
Forced oscillation techniques have been applied in ponies. In one of these 
studies (Derksen et al., 1982a), the total respiratory resistance was measured 
using sinusoidal forced oscillation at a frequency that represented the resonant, 
frequency of the respiratory system of the pony under study. Using these 
techniques an average resistance of 0.449 cm H.O-sf1 was measured in 5 
ponies on 4 different occasions (Derksen et al., 1982a). The coefficient of 
variation of these data was 14.2% (range of 7.6 to 26.0% ).
The method of determining pulmonary mechanics from spectral analysis of 
forced random noise containing a range of frequencies (Michaelson et al., 1975) 
has also been used to study the pulmonary mechanics of ponies (Art et al., 
1989; Young & Hall, 1989). In one of these studies (Art et al., 1989), these 
techniques were only used to determine respiratory system inertance. The 
other study (Young & Hall, 1989) used these methods to measure respiratory 
system impedance in ponies. As these methods have not been applied in
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diseased equine subjects, their value as pulmonary function tests in horses 
remains undetermined.
DISTRIBUTIONAL TESTS
Frequency dependence o f  dynam ic com pliance
Cdyn has been shown to be independent of breathing frequency in normal, 
young, human subjects, but is frequency dependent in diseased subjects 
(Woolcock et al., 1969). In older human subjects (above 50 yr), if results are 
corrected for the effects of inertance, Cdyn has been shown to be frequency 
dependent in normal and abnormal subjects (Dosman et al., 1975). Frequency 
dependence of Cdyn is ascribed to differences in time constants (product of 
resistance and compliance) in different parts of the lung. As ventilation of 
different parts of the lung is dependent on the time constant of the unit in 
question, frequency dependence of Cdyn provides an indirect index of the 
distribution of ventilation in the lungs (Anthonisen, 1986).
In normal ponies, Cdyn has been shown to be independent of respiratory 
frequency (Derksen et al., 1982a). Similar studies have not been reported in 
diseased ponies or in larger horses. In normal cattle, Cdyn is frequency 
dependent, but the differences are no longer apparent if the results are 
corrected for effects of inertance (Lekeux et al., 1988).
N itrogen an d  helium  equ ilibra tion
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Presence of small airway disease results in unequal ventilation of lung 
subunits. The degree of distributional inequality can be estimated from inert 
gas equilibration curves. Various gas distribution techniques have been 
adapted for use in horses, including: nitrogen washout (Muvlle ct al., 1972; 
Willoughby & McDonell, 1979), single-breath nitrogen washout (Sorenson & 
Robinson, 1980), nitrogen wash-in (Sporri & Denac, 1971) and helium wash-in 
(Denac-Sikiric, 1976). Although these techniques can detect differences 
between normal horses and those with COPD, they are not sensitive enough 
to detect mild airway disease. This, along with the technical complexity of 
these tests, has limited their use in equine subjects.
DISCUSSION
Sub-clinical forms of respiratory disease are considered common and important 
in horses (Duncan, 1987; Masoned al., 1983; Pascoe & Raphel, 1982; Robinson 
& Derksen, 1981). Although numerous tests of pulmonary mechanics have 
been applied in horses and ponies, none of the methods investigated thus far 
has provided information tha t can be used to detect sub-clinical respiratory 
disease. The apparent lack of sensitivity of these techniques is probably due 
to many different factors, which are discussed below.
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As yet, there have been no attem pts a t standardization of techniques for use 
in equine pulmonary function laboratories, and this makes comparison of data 
from different laboratories extremely difficult. The introduction of standard 
techniques for measuring pleural pressure (Milic-Emili et al., 1964b) and 
spirometry (Anon, 1979) in human laboratories has resulted in pulmonary 
mechanics data that are more readily comparable. Efforts should be made to 
introduce some form of standardization in equine pulmonary function 
laboratories.
Many of the techniques used to evaluate pulmonary mechanics in horses are 
based on the assumptions tha t the respiratory system is adequately described 
by a linear system of motion, and th a t the effects of inertia are negligible. The 
extraordinary respiratory pattern observed in resting horses (Koterba et al., 
1988) has led some authors to question the validity of the assumption that 
inertia plays an insignificant role during tidal breathing in resting horses 
(Derksen et al., 1982a). As yet, no studies have examined the validity of 
analyzing respiratory mechanics data from horses using linear equations of 
motion.
The invasive nature of some of the techniques described above and the lack of 
patient cooperation from animal subjects have also limited the application of 
some techniques in horses. The complexity of forced oscillation techniques 
have limited these methods to three equine studies, but the non-invasive
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nature and apparent sensitivity of these techniques suggest that these methods 
warrant further investigation in horses.
The respiratory system has a large reserve capacity. Although pulmonary 
mechanics have been investigated in ponies exercising submaximally (Art & 
Lekeux, 1988b), as yet, there are no reports describing pulmonary mechanics 
in maximally exercising horses. As sub-clinical respiratory disease is usually 
only recognized as reduced athletic performance, attempts should be made to 
establish more sensitive tests in resting horses or techniques for investigation 
of pulmonary mechanics during maximal exercise. Such studies would cause 
the respiratory system to operate at levels approaching the limits of its reserve 
capacity, and under these conditions sub-clinical respiratory disease may 
become more readily detectable.
RESPIRATORY FLOW-VOLUME LOOP ANALYSIS 
IN ANIMALS AND MAN
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INTRODUCTION
The respiratory flow-volume loop (FVL) is a test of ventilatory function in 
which a graphic recording of gas flow is plotted against volume during a 
complete respiratory cycle. In man, such loops are usually recorded during a 
maximal forced expiratory and inspiratory vital capacity maneuver (Bass, 
1973). FVL analysis has gained wide acceptance in human medicine as a 
pulmonary function test for use in effective screening programs. The ease with 
which this test can be administered and its ability to identify the site, type and 
severity of obstructive airway disease have added to its popularity (Bass, 1973; 
Hyatt, 1975).
THEORETICAL BASIS OF FLOW-VOLUME LOOP ANALYSIS
In the early 1950’s the forced vital capacity (FVC) maneuver, with exhaled 
volume recorded as a function of time, was shown to be useful for determining 
reduced expiratory flows in subjects with obstructive pulmonary disease 
(Gaensler, 1951; Leuallen & Fowler, 1955). The FVC maneuver was usually 
quantified by determining the volume of gas expired during the first second
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(FEVj) (Gaensler, 1951) or by determining the average flow occurring during 
the middle 50% of the maneuver (MMF) (Leuallen & Fowler, 1955).
As elastic recoil of the lung is related to lung volume (Neergaard & Wirz, 
1927), and maximal expiratory flow (Vmax) is dependent on elastic recoil 
(Dayman, 1951), it became evident tha t a relationship exists between Vmax and 
lung volume. This relationship led to the description of the maximal 
expiratory flow-volume (MEFV) curve by Fry et al. , (1954). These investigators 
also constructed iso-volume pressure-flow (IPFV) curves, which showed a 
limitation in expiratory flow at modest transpulmonary pressures (Fry et al., 
1954). Further investigations by these researchers led to the description of the 
basic characteristics of the MEFV curve, namely; 1) the MEFV curve is 
uniquely determined by the mechanical properties of the lung, 2) the curve 
defines the limit of Vmax at all except the highest lung volumes, 3) the curve 
is reproducible if performed using maximal effort over the same volume range, 
4) Vmax is effort dependent near TLC, but is effort independent over the 
majority of VC (Fry et al., 1954; Fry & Hyatt, 1960; Hyatt et al., 1958).
The equal pressure point (EPP) theory of expiratory flow limitation was 
described by Mead et al., (1967). According to this theory, once flow becomes 
limited at a specific lung volume, there is a site in the intrathoracic airways 
where intrabronchial and extrabronchial pressures are equal (EPP). The 
driving pressure for flow from alveoli to the EPP is equal to the static recoil
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pressure (Pel,L) of the lung a t that volume. As extrabronchial pressure exceeds 
intrabronchial pressure mouthwards of the E P P , the more orad airways will 
be compressed, whereas those on the alveolar side of the E P P  will not. The 
flow resistance between the alveoli and the E P P  is thus determined by Pel,L 
and Vmax (Mead et al., 1967). In man, the anatomical site of the E P P  in 
normal subjects is between segmental bronchi and the glottis a t volumes of 75 
to 25% of VC (Macklem & Wilson, 1965b) and in diseased subjects it occurs in 
the lobar bronchi (Macklem et al., 1965a).
The development of expiratory flow limitation has also been compared to the 
behavior of a Starling resistor (Pride et al., 1967). Using this approach, the 
upstream driving pressure is Pel,L plus a critical transm ural pressure (Ptm'). 
If Ptm' is zero, this represents the EPP situation. The advantage of this 
approach to the mechanisms causing flow limitation is tha t it provides more 
insight into the importance of the compressibility and tone of the flow limiting 
segment (Pride et al., 1967).
Mathematical models of the aerodynamics of the entire bronchial tree (Fry, 
1958; Fry, 1968) and simplified models tha t reflect localized mechanisms tha t 
may be responsible for the development of expiratory flow limitation (Lambert 
& Wilson, 1973; Pardaens et al., 1972) have been proposed. Comparisons of 
modeled data with data collected from excised human lungs revealed these
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models to be adequate a t high and middle lung volumes, but inadequate at low 
lung volumes (Hyatt et al., 1980).
More recent studies have shown tha t expiratory flow limitation occurs due to 
two basic mechanisms. The first of these mechanisms is the wave-speed 
phenomenon which relates the pressure drop due to convective acceleration of 
flowing gas to the compliance of the airways. This theory states tha t the lung 
cannot carry flows with a fluid velocity greater than the speed at which a small 
disturbance travels in a compliant tube filled with the same fluid (the wave- 
speed) (Dawson & Elliott, 1977; Elliott & Dawson, 1977). The relationship 
between airway compliance and viscous flow losses (viscous flow limitation) is 
the other mechanism that has been proposed to explain expiratory flow 
limitation (Wilson et al., 1986). In normal individuals, wave-speed flow 
limitation dominates during the first two-thirds of VC and viscous flow 
limitation dominates a t lung volumes approaching RV (Wilson et al., 1986). 
Recently, a computer model based on these theories of expiratory flow 
limitation has been described (Lambert et al., 1982). The MEFV curves for air 
and helium predicted by this model were in close agreement with data 
obtained from excised human lungs a t all lung volumes (Lambert et al., 1982).
In normal subjects, length and diameter of intrathoracic airways increase, and 
extrathoracic airways are unaffected by forced inspiratory maneuvers (Gibson 
et al., 1973). In patients with extrathoracic airway obstruction, inspiratory
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flow is limited by increased flow resistance, caused by the lesion itself, and 
from dynamic airway compression tha t develops either a t the site of the lesion 
or in the extrathoracic airway below the lesion. In this case, dynamic 
compression occurs because the intralum inal pressure a t or below the site of 
the lesion is markedly reduced (Bernouilli effect) (Gibson et al., 1973).
MAXIMAL FLOW-VOLUME LOOPS
In man, analysis of MEFV curves is used widely for assessment of pulmonary 
function (Hyatt, 1986). These curves are quantified in a number of ways, 
including measures of forced vital capacity, peak expired flow, gas volume 
exhaled after an elapsed period, and expiratory flows a t particular lung 
volumes (Hyatt, 1986; Knudson et al., 1976). The shape of MEFV curves can 
also be defined using slope ratios (Jansen et al., 1980; Mead, 1987) or moment 
analysis techniques (Liang et al., 1979). The sensitivity of various methods for 
analyzing flow-volume loops has been investigated using a model tha t 
increases peripheral resistance (Racineux et al., 1981). In this study, largest 
changes were observed in slope ratios at 60% of VC, followed by slope ratios 
a t other lung volumes, the standard deviation of transit times (moment 
analysis), and maximal flows a t low lung volumes (Racineux et al., 1981). 
Although measures of forced expiratory volumes at 1 (FEV^ and 2 s (FEV2) did 
not change as much a t the variables listed above, these indices had low within- 
subject variability and were thus more powerful when data were compared
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statistically, and thus may be considered the most suitable for detecting 
changes in individuals (Racineux et al., 1981).
Analysis of maximal inspiratory flow volume (MIFV) curves has not been 
widely reported in human medicine. Reasons for the apparent reluctance to 
apply these techniques in man are not immediately obvious, but may be 
associated with a low incidence of upper airway obstructive diseases in man, 
or with widespread use of endoscopic examination techniques for diagnosis of 
such conditions (Rotman et al., 1975). These curves can also be quantified 
using measures of the forced inspiratory capacity, peak inspiratory flows, gas 
volumes inhaled in certain periods of time, and inspiratory flows at particular 
lung volumes (Miller & Hyatt, 1969).
As uncooperative subjects cannot voluntarily perform maximal vital capacity 
maneuvers, elaborate techniques have been developed to record complete or 
partial maximal FVLs from human infants (Adler & Wohl, 1978; Le Souef et 
al., 1988; Shulm anei al., 1987; Taussig et al., 1982; Wiseet al., 1980) and from 
anesthetized, intubated animals (Gillespie, 1974; Kosch et al., 1979; Macklem 
& Mead, 1968). The complexity and patient risk of such techniques seem to 
have limited their clinical use.
TIDAL BREATHING FLOW-VOLUME LOOP ANALYSIS
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Tidal breathing flow-volume loops (TBFVL) have been used to assess 
laryngotracheal disease in human infants (Abramson et al., 1982) and in dogs 
(Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986a; Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986b; Amis et al., 1986), 
and chronic obstructive lung disease in human patients (Takishima et al., 
1967). Normal human infants have TBFLVs with a round or oval shape 
(Abramson et al., 1982; Milner et al., 1978), while subjects with fixed upper 
airway obstructive lesions have flattened inspiratory curves and subjects with 
nonfixed lesions have flattened inspiratory and expiratory curves (Abramson 
et al., 1982). The ratio of midtidal inspiratory to expiratory flow is useful for 
localizing the site of the obstructing lesion in these patients (Abramson et al., 
1982).
In dogs, TBFVLs have been evaluated for qualitative shape, tidal volume (Vt), 
respiratory rate, peak inspiratory (PIF) and expiratory (PEF) flow, midtidal 
inspiratory (IF50) and expiratory (EF50) flow, flow a t end expiratory volume plus 
25% of Vt during inspiration (IF25) and expiration (EF25), inspiratory time (Tl) 
and expiratory time (Te ) (see example of TBFVL given in Chapter 3). Indices 
of flow-volume loop shape were then developed by division of flow 
measurements (e.g. PEF/PIF and IF50/IF25) (Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986a). 
Based on their qualitative shape, TBFVLs were classified as normal (type 1), 
indicative of a nonfixed or variable inspiratory obstruction (type 2), or
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indicative of a fixed inspiratory and expiratory obstruction (type 3) (Amis et al., 
1986). Type 2 loops have a relatively normal expiratory phase but the 
inspiratory loop has a flattened profile or low flows during the terminal portion 
of inspiration. Type 3 loops are characterized by having both expiratory phase 
flattening and inspiratory phase abnormalities (Amis et al., 1986). In a 
separate study in dogs, ratios of inspiratory to expiratory flows at the same 
tidal volume were used to categorize TBFVLs into the same three types as 
described above (Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986a).
In human patients with obstructive lung disease, expiratory flows during quiet 
breathing are often equal to those attained during forced vital capacity 
maneuvers (Takishima et al., 1967). These findings suggest tha t patients with 
chronic lung disease may experience expiratory flow limitation even during 
spontaneous breathing.
Evaluation of TBFVLs in human neonates (Abramson et al., 1982) and dogs 
(Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986a) has proven to be easy as little patient 
cooperation is needed. In human neonates, inability to standardize TBFVLs 
has precluded comparisons with other pulmonary function tests, and thus the 
sensitivity of TBFVLs to detect airway disease has not been evaluated 
(Abramson et al., 1982). In dogs, comparisons between TBFVL analysis and 
other pulmonary function tests have not been made, and thus the sensitivity 
of TBFVLs to detect airway disease has not been evaluated in this species.
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The noninvasive nature of these techniques as well as their ability to 
differentiate between upper and lower airway conditions in various subjects 
suggest tha t TBFVL analysis may prove valuable as an equine pulmonary 
function test.
HISTAMINE AND METHACHOLINE: EFFECTS ON 
PULMONARY MECHANICS IN THE HORSE 
INTRODUCTION
Responsiveness of the airways to intrinsic chemical mediators (histamine, 
acetylcholine, and prostaglandin F2„), or to synthetic analogues of acetylcholine 
(methacholine and carbachol), is called non-specific bronchial reactivity 
(Juniper et al., 1978). Non-specific bronchial reactivity is measured using 
provocation tests, usually with histamine or methacholine. Measurements of 
this response have been made in a variety of animal species, including guinea 
pigs (Douglas et al., 1973; Douglas et al. , 1976; Drazen & Austen, 1974; Drazen 
& Austen, 1975; Drazen et al., 1980; Robertson et al., 1988), calves (Slocombe 
& Robinson, 1981), and horses (Armstrong et al., 1986; Derksen et al., 1982b; 
Derksen et al., 1985a; Klein & Deegen, 1986; Obel & Schmiterlow, 1948), and 
are utilized widely in human medicine (Brown et al., 1977; Cockcroft et al., 
1977; Greenspon & Parrish, 1988; Juniper et al., 1978; Malo et al., 1985;
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Sekizawa et al., 1986; Sekizawa et al., 1988; Sterk et al., 1985; Van Noord et 
al., 1989).
Response to varying doses of intravenously administered histamine is well 
characterized in most laboratory and domestic animal species. The same is not 
true for dose-responses to inhaled histamine and methacholine which remain 
poorly described in a number of animal species, including the horse. This lack 
of information in some species seems to be associated with inadequate 
instrumentation to administer standard doses of stimulants, and to 
simultaneously measure responses to the stimulants.
Pharm acology o f  h istam ine
Histamine is a low molecular weight, inflammatory mediator and it has been 
implicated in the pathogenesis of airway constriction in immediate 
hypersensitivity reactions in a variety of animal species (Derksen et al., 1985a; 
Douglas et al., 1973; Drazen et al., 1980; Obel & Schmiterlow, 1948; Slocombe 
& Robinson, 1981). Airway reaction to histamine can be induced by 
administering exogenous histamine, or can occur naturally following release 
of this preformed inflammatory mediator from sensitized cells by an 
appropriate stimulus. A major portion of the airway constriction induced by 
histamine occurs following its interaction with H, receptors on airway smooth 
muscle (Drazen et al., 1980; M irbahar et al., 1985; Slocombe & Robinson,
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1981), but histamine also stimulates irritan t receptors in the airways and this 
results in vagally mediated reflex bronchoconstriction (Cockcroft et al., 1977; 
Gilman et al., 1985). Histamine also interacts with H2 receptors on airway 
smooth muscle cells to cause relaxation of these cells, but the overall effect of 
this interaction seems quite limited (Drazen et al., 1980).
Pharm acology o f  m ethacholine
Methacholine is a (3-methyl analog of acetylcholine. It has a longer duration 
of action than acetylcholine because it is less susceptible to hydrolysis by 
acetylcholinesterase and is almost totally resistant to non-specific 
cholinesterases. Methacholine has only a slight affinity for nicotinic receptors 
and thus its action is predominately muscarinic. In lungs, methacholine has 
muscarinic effects tha t result in increased tracheobronchial secretions and 
bronchoconstriction. This compound is not used therapeutically, but is 
commonly used as a diagnostic tool for diagnosis of non-specific pulmonary 
hypersensitivity (Gilman et al., 1985).
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METHODS USED TO INVESTIGATE AIRWAY RESPONSES IN EQUIDS
Intravenous h istam ine
The pulmonary effects of intravenous histamine have been investigated in 
normal ponies (Derksen et al., 1982b) and ponies with heaves (Derksen et a!.. 
1985a). All of these ponies were sedated with 0.5 mg-kg 1 of xylazine1 prior 
to instrumentation. A chronic tracheostoma was created in all ponies, and a 
cuffed endotracheal tube w'as introduced into the trachea via the t racheostoma. 
A linear resistance type pneumotachograph with an associated differential 
pressure transducer was used to measure respiratory gas flows and 
intrapleural pressure wras estimated using an esophageal balloon technique 
(Derksen et al., 1982b; Derksen et al., 1985a).
In these studies a solution of histamine diphosphate in saline was 
administered via intravenous infusion. In the 3 min period immediately prior 
to administration of the first histamine dose, saline was infused at a rate of 
3.82 mf-min 1 and baseline data were collected. In studies in normal ponies, 
the initial infusion rate was 33.43 pg of histamine diphosphate per minute 
(175 pg-mf1 at 0.191 mf-min1) (Derksen et al., 1982b) and in studies that 
included ponies with heaves, the initial administration rate was 38.20 pg.min 1 
(500 pg-mf1 a t 0.0764 mf-min1) (Derksen et al., 1985a). In both studies,
1 Rompun, Cutter Laboratories Inc., Shawnee Mission, KS.
histamine solution infusion rates were doubled every 3 min until Cdyn 
decreased to 50% of the baseline value. In these studies, responses to 
intravenous histamine were quite variable, thus the average Cdyn was 
calculated from flow and pressure data of 10 artifact free breaths during the 
last 2 min of each infusion period (Derksen et ah, 1982b; Derksen et a!.. 
1985a).
In normal ponies, graded dose-responses to histamine solutions of different 
concentrations were also determined. Solutions with a concentration of 175, 
204.2, 233.3, 262.5, 291.7, 320.8 and 350 pg of histamine diphosphate per mf 
of saline were used in this study. In each pony, solutions were infused at rates 
that caused 50% decreases in Cdyn in the above trial. Each solution was 
administered for 3 min. Following administration of the most concentrated 
solution, the infusion rate was doubled every 3 min. This was continued until 
Cdyn decreased to below 25%, or R l increased to above 600% of baseline values. 
During the 3rd minute of the last infusion f, Vt, Ve and FRC were measured 
and an arterial blood sample was drawn for blood gas analysis. Dose-response 
curves were constructed for each pony, and by interpolation, histamine 
diphosphate doses that caused Cdyn to decrease by 50% (E D fl0Cdyn) and 75% 
(E D 75Cdyn), or tha t caused R l to increase by 300%’ (ED.100Rl) and 600% 
(ED600Rl) were calculated (Derksen et a/., 1982b).
H istam ine an d  m ethacholine aerosols
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Pulmonary effects of histamine and methacholine aerosols on sedated, 
chronically tracheostomized normal ponies (Armstrong et al., 1986; Robinson 
et al., 1985) and ponies with heaves (Derksen et al., 1985b) have also been 
investigated. In these studies, drugs were administered in the following 
manner: 1) a large animal ventilator was connected to the end of the 
endotracheal tube, 2) immediately prior to each drug administration the pony 
was force ventilated with 10 breaths of between 3 and 4.5 i (depending on 
body size), and 3) ponies were then ventilated with 6 breaths of 2 to 3.5 C 
containing drug aerosol. Aerosol particle size was 0.5-3.0 pm, and each breath 
contained 0.11 m(! of drug aerosol. In all cases the animals received a control 
treatm ent consisting of saline aerosol prior to administration of incrementally 
increasing concentrations of stimulant drugs. Subsequent drug treatm ents 
were administered every 3 min. Response variables were only calculated 
during the last 2 min of each treatm ent period (Armstrong et al., 1986; 
Derksen et al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985).
Histamine diphosphate concentrations of 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 
10.0, 30.0, 100.0 mg-mC1 (Derksen et al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985), and 
methacholine concentrations of 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 3, 10 mg-kg 1 
(Armstrong et al., 1986; Robinson et al., 1985) were used in these studies. 
Drug administration was terminated when Cdyn had decreased to
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approximately 50% of control value. Dose-response curves were constructed 
for each pony, and by interpolation, E D 6r,Cdyn and ED.200R l were determined 
(Armstrong et al., 1986; Derksen et al., 1985b). Responses (Cdyn or Rl) at a 
fixed concentration of agonist were also determined as these data were less 
‘noisy’ than E D 65Cdyn and ED20()R l (Robinson et al., 1985).
Airway responses to doubling doses of histamine dichloride aerosols have also 
been investigated in a group of 40 horses. Included in this group were 20 
horses with mild, and 10 horses with severe respiratory disease (Klein & 
Deegen, 1986). In this study the horses were not sedated, and all horses had 
a facemask placed over their muzzles. Respiratory gas flows were measured 
by attaching a linear resistance type flowmeter to the facemask. Drug aerosols 
were administered by removing the pneumotachograph and attaching a 
nebulizer to the facemask. Intrapleural pressure was estimated using an 
esophageal balloon technique. In horses with severe lung disease, the starting 
concentration of histamine dichloride in phosphate-buffered saline was 0 .125  
mg-mC1, while in all other horses the initial concentration was 0.5 mg-mC'. 
During normal tidal breathing, aerosols of each drug solution were 
administered for 2 min at an average rate of 0 .16  ± 0.01 mC min '. Data 
collection started 60 s after termination of drug aerosol delivery. Subsequent 
drug concentrations were given at 5-6 min intervals. Cdyn, Rl , Wb, APpl.max 
and f were calculated for each breath. As drug concentration correlated best
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with Cdyn, this response variable was considered to be most informative of the 
determined variables (Klein & Deegen, 1986).
In another study, airway responses to fixed concentrations of inhaled 
histamine and carbachol aerosols were investigated. In this study, a linear 
resistance device was used to measure respiratory gas flows, and intrapleural 
pressure was estimated using esophageal balloon catheters. Saline was first 
nebulized for 5 min, then the nebulizer was disconnected and data were 
collected for determining baseline values of Cdyn, R l , and Wb. Following this, 
the nebulizer was reconnected to the facemask and drug aerosols were 
administered. Histamine diphosphate, a t a concentration of 1 mg-mf1, was 
administered for 5 min, or carbachol, a t a concentration of 0.5 mg-mf1, was 
nebulized for 3 min. Measures of pulmonary function were performed 
approximately 4 and 20 min following termination of aerosol administration. 
The nebulizer used in this study aerosolized the solution at a rate of 4 
mf-min\  Thus 20 mg of histamine, or 6 mg of carbachol was administered 
during the nebulization period (Mirbahar et al., 1985).
AIRWAY RESPONSES IN EQUIDS
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A irw ay responses to in travenous h istam ine
In normal, standing, xylazine-sedated ponies, there was a six-fold variability 
between responses to intravenous histamine in different subjects, but results 
in each individual were repeatable, with coefficients of variation ranging from 
1.4 to 18.3% (Derksen et al., 1982b). There was no correlation between 
ED50Cdyn or ED300R l (indices of airway sensitivity) and slopes of the dose- 
response regression lines (indices of airway reactivity) (Derksen et al., 1982b). 
In ponies, airway sensitivity also correlates with age (Derksen et al., 1982b). 
As obstructive airway disease is more prevalent in older equids, this may 
indicate that bronchial sensitivity to irritan ts may be of some importance in 
the pathogenesis of airway obstruction (Derksen et al., 1982b).
The sensitivity of ponies with heaves to histamine did not differ from that of 
control animals during periods of remission from disease, but was significantly 
increased in affected ponies during active episodes of heaves (Derksen et al., 
1985a; Obel & Schmiterlow, 1948). Reactivity of airways, as described by 
slopes of dose-response curves, did not differ between control ponies and those 
with heaves either during remission, or during active episodes of heaves 
(Derksen et al., 1985a).
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A irw ay responses to h istam ine a n d  m ethacholine aerosols
Response to varying doses of inhaled histamine in equids has been investigated 
using successively increasing concentrations of histamine aerosol. In these 
studies Cdyn, Rl, Wb and APpl,max were used as response variables (Derksen 
et al., 1985b; Klein & Deegen, 1986; Robinson et al., 1985). Of the variables 
measured, changes in Cdyn were the most sensitive measures of airway 
response to aerosolized histamine in horses and ponies (Klein & Deegen, 1986; 
Robinson et al., 1985). Horses with severe airway disease showed a marked 
increase in airway sensitivity to inhaled histamine. It is hypothesized that 
this increased airway sensitivity was due to increased sensitivity of rapidly 
adapting irritan t receptors, which thus accelerate the vagally mediated 
bronchoconstriction reflex. Increased sensitivity of receptors is ascribed to 
either epithelial damage, which may expose receptors more than usual, or to 
partial depolarization of receptors. Disruption of tight junctions of the 
epithelial layer, beneath which nerve endings are located, may be the 
subcellular component of increased sensitivity (Klein & Deegen, 1986).
In the above studies, equids were either exposed to aerosolized histamine for 
2 min during normal tidal breathing (Klein & Deegen, 1986), or they were 
administered six breaths (2 C each) of aerosol using a ventilator (Derksen et 
al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985). In the latter study, ponies were sedated with 
xylazine and histamine aerosol was administered through an endotracheal tube
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placed in the trachea via a chronic tracheostoma. Doses of histamine received 
by horses via tidal breathing ranged from 0.16 to 20.48 mg (Klein & Deegen, 
1986), whereas ponies ventilated via the tracheostoma received from 6.6 to 66.0 
mg (Derksen et al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985). In both of these studies, 
response variables were measured 1 min after stopping histamine aerosol 
administration. Subsequent increased doses of histamine were administered 
3 (Derksen et al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985) and 5 min (Klein & Deegen,
1986) after the previous dose.
In these studies, histamine inhalation primarily caused a decrease in Cdyn 
suggesting tha t airway constriction occurred predominantly in the peripheral 
airways, whereas methacholine inhalation decreased Cdyn and increased Rl , 
which suggests a more generalized constriction of the tracheobronchial tree 
(Armstrong et al., 1986).
In another study, airway responses to a fixed concentration of histamine 
aerosol were only evaluated a t 5 and 20 min after ending histamine 
administration. Responses to this dose of histamine varied widely and as no 
other doses of the drug were administered, dose-response relationships were 
not established in any subjects. Following pretreatm ent with an H, 
antagonist, no response to a similar histamine provocation test was observed, 
suggesting that a major portion of this response was mediated via Hj receptors. 
Inhalation of carbachol using these methods caused significant increases in
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APpl.max and work of breathing a t 5 min following provocation, but these 
changes were no longer apparent 20 min following termination of aerosol 
administration. Cdyn was significantly decreased 5 and 20 min following 
aerosol administration (Mirbahar et al., 1985).
DISCUSSION
Airway response to non-specific bronchoconstrictors varies greatly between 
different species and with different methodologies. In guinea pigs, inter­
individual variation is 100-fold, in clinically normal ponies it is 6-fold (Derksen 
et al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985) and in a more diverse equine population 
it is 250-fold (Klein & Deegen, 1986). In studies in which subjects were 
sedated with xylazine, an a 2-agonist (Armstrong et al., 1986; Derksen et al., 
1985b; Robinson et al., 1985), airway responsiveness may have been affected 
by central modulatory effects of a 2-adrenoceptors (Reitemeyer et al., 1986). In 
studies in which aerosols were administered via an endotracheal tube 
introduced into a tracheostoma (Armstronget al., 1986; Derksen et al., 1985b; 
Robinson et al., 1985), the proportion of the dose of stimulant drugs reaching 
the airways was probably fairly constant. In studies in which horses inhaled 
aerosols nasally (Klein & Deegen, 1986; Mirbahar et al., 1985), it is possible 
that only a small fraction of the inhaled dose actually reached the lower 
airways, and thus active doses of histamine could have varied more in these 
subjects. Horses in one of these studies (Klein & Deegen, 1986) were from a
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much more diverse population, ranging from clinically normal individuals to 
those with severe lung disease, and this was probably responsible for a major 
portion of the variability observed in this study.
Although part of the difference in responsiveness can be attributed to 
differences in responses to P2 adrenergic stimulation of airway smooth muscle 
(Douglas et al., 1973; Douglas et al., 1976; Drazen, 1978; Greenspon & Parrish, 
1988), it also appears tha t other inflammatory mediators could be involved in 
modulating airway responsiveness (Barnes et al., 1987; Christman et al., 1987; 
Douglas et al., 1976; Drazen & Austen, 1974; Drazen & Austen, 1975; 
Robertson et al., 1988). At present, the modulatory roles of most inflammatory 
mediators remain poorly described in horses.
In man, differences in responses to histamine have been investigated using 
simultaneous determination of R l and dead space volume (Vd). These studies 
showed that histamine provocation in man results in a predominant 
constriction of small airways, and methacholine results in more constriction of 
larger airways (Sekizawa et al., 1986; Sekizawa et al., 1988). In horses, similar 
conclusions were made using simultaneous measurements of Cdyn and RL 
(Armstrong et al., 1986; Derksen et al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985). A more 
precise definition of responses in horses could be possible if Vd and other 
response variables were measured simultaneously.
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In man and in horses, it has been shown th a t volume history affects baseline 
airway caliber (Armstrong et al., 1986; Derksen et al., 1982b; Derksen et al., 
1985a; Sterk et al., 1985). Thus use of FEVj as a response variable in studies 
in man may be slightly biased, due to changes in airway caliber induced by 
inspiration to vital capacity before performing the expiratory maneuver. 
Analysis of partial expiratory flow-volume loops has been proposed for use in 
human studies (Sterk et al., 1985). In conscious horses, it  is impossible to 
perform analyses of maximal expiratory flow-volume loops, but it is possible 
tha t analysis of partial expiratory flow-volume loops may provide equine 
researchers with a more practical method of evaluating non-specific airway 
reactivity.
Studies in horses and in man showed th a t airway sensitivity and reactivity to 
non-specific provoking agents were not correlated, and thus may be modulated 
by separate mechanisms (Derksen et al., 1982b; Orehek et al., 1977). More 
recent work in humans highlights some possible inconsistencies in earlier work 
and shows that if baseline airway caliber is taken into consideration, there is 
no difference between airway sensitivity and reactivity to provoking agents 
(Chung et al. , 1982). These more recent findings suggest tha t this relationship 
should be more fully investigated in horses. Differences in bronchial reactivity 
with age in horses (Derksen et al., 1982b) should also be re-evaluated in light 
of the more recent findings in humans.
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The dose-response relationships to non-specific stimulants is best described in 
guinea pigs. In these studies, intrapleural pressure was measured by directly 
cannulating the pleural space and changes in pleural pressure and tidal 
volume were analyzed breath-by-breath, using an analog computer (Dennis et 
al., 1969; Douglas et al., 1973; Douglas et al., 1976). In these studies, 
provoking agents could be administered while data were being collected. These 
methods have enabled investigators to determine changes in response variables 
over time.
In equid studies, the instrumentation used did not allow simultaneous drug 
administration and data collection. Thus responses to non-specific stimulants 
have not been evaluated during early phases of the airway reaction. Data used 
in these studies were only available from 1 (Armstrong et al., 1986; Derksen 
et al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985) to 4 min (Mirbahar et al., 1985) after 
stopping drug administration. If dynamics of responses to these provoking 
agents in horses and guinea pigs are similar, there is a possibility tha t 
maximal airway responses were not recorded in equine studies. To fully 
characterize dose-responses to inhaled stimulants in horses, attem pts should 
be made to record data continuously during and following drug administration. 
Response variables should also be calculated on a breath-by-breath basis.
CHAPTER 3
A MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM FOR THE AUTOMATION OF AN 
EQUINE PULMONARY FUNCTION LABORATORY
Abstract - An IBM-compatible microcomputer system was 
developed for the acquisition and analysis of pulmonary function 
data collected from resting and exercising horses. Separate 
program modules allowed on-line calibration of flow and pressure 
transducers, acquisition of respiratory flow and pressure data, 
and calculation of dynamic compliance, pulmonary resistance, 
maximal changes in esophageal or intrapleural pressure, work of 
breathing and indices describing respiratory flow-volume loops. 
The programs were written using the Asyst language and are 
compatible with a variety of hardware and peripheral devices.
Pulmonary mechanics Equine On-line system




The first report of intrapleural pressure measurements being used to evaluate 
the effects of various drugs on bronchial tone in horses appeared in 1948 (Obel 
& Schmiterlow, 1948). Specific tests for determination of pulmonary function 
in resting horses were first introduced in the early 1960’s (Amoroso et al., 
1963; Sporri & Zerobin, 1964) and have since been refined (Willoughby & 
McDonell, 1979). Respiratory mechanical function testing in submaximally 
exercising ponies has also been described recently (Art & Lekeux, 1988b; Art 
& Lekeux, 1988c). Two factors appear to have limited the number of studies 
of pulmonary mechanics in horses, especially exercising horses. Firstly, 
accurate measurement of respiratory flow in horses has been fraught with 
problems tha t have now been overcome with the development of wide-range 
ultrasonic pneumotachometers (USPTMs) (Beadle et al., 1990; Woakes et al.,
1987). Secondly, analysis of data needed to describe respiratory mechanical 
function from strip charts is very tedious and time consuming.
In order to overcome these limitations, we have developed a system that relies 
upon USPTMs to measure respiratory gas flows in resting and exercising 
horses, and on a microcomputer system with custom menu-driven software to 
automate transducer calibration, data collection, and calculation of various
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indices of pulmonary mechanical function in resting and exercising horses. 




The computer system consisted of an IBM-PC/XT compatible microcomputer, 
with an enhanced graphics adapter and enhanced color monitor, a 12 bit A-D 
converter and associated signal conditioning unit. The computer contained a 
20 megabyte hard-disk onto which all programs were installed. Data files were 
also written to the hard-disk and subsequently backed up to floppy disk. 
Hardcopy output was available from a dot matrix printer and a pen plotter. 
Details of the system components are presented in Table 8 and the system is 
schematically outlined in Figure 2.
Calibration equipment
A slant manometer was used for the static calibration of the piezo-resistive 
differential pressure transducers used in the laboratory. A 120 C spirometer,
2 Asyst 3.1, Asyst Software Technologies, Inc., Rochester, NY, U.S.A.
Table 8. Detailed description of data acquisition and analysis system components.
Function Item Type/Model M anufacturer
Data acquisition Microcomputer, keyboard and 
disk drives
Z159 Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph, MI, U.S.A.
12 bit A-D converter Dash 16F MetraByte Corporation, Taunton, MA, U.S.A.
Signal conditioning unit STA-16 MetraByte Corporation, Taunton, MA, U.S.A.
Proprietary software Asyst 3.1 Asyst Software Technologies Inc., Rochester, NY, U.S.A
Data display CRT Enhanced Color Monitor Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph, MI, U.S.A.
80 column dot matrix printer Proprinter IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, U.S.A.
Pen plotter 6180 Color Plotter IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, U.S.A.
Flow measurement Ultrasonic pneumotachometer UF202 Novex Instruments Inc., Redmond, WA, U.S.A.
Pitot-tube flowmeter Annubar DCR-15 Dieterich Standard, Boulder, CO, U.S.A.
Spirometer P-1700-120 Warren E. Collins Inc., Braintree, MA, U.S.A.
Potentiometer attachment P-372 Warren E. Collins Inc., Braintree, MA, U.S.A.
Mercury barometer S-4519 Sargent-Welch Scientific Co., Skokie, IL, U.S.A.
Gas temperatures Mercury thermometers T2008-2 American Scientific Products, McGaw Park, IL, U.S.A.
Pressure measurement Piezo-resistive transducer 143PC03D MICRO SWITCH, Freeport, IL, U.S.A.
Piezo-resistive transducer 163PC01D36 MICRO SWITCH, Freeport, IL, U.S.A.
Slant manometer 40GD10 WM Meriam Instrument, Cleveland, OH, U.S.A.















Figure 2. Schematic diagram of computerized data acquisition system.
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equipped with a linear potentiometer tha t provided a voltage output 
proportional to the position of the spirometer bell, was used to measure gas 
volumes. By measuring changes in gas volumes per unit time, flow standards 
were established. The pressure drop across an averaging pitot-tube flowmeter 
was measured using a piezo-resistive differential pressure transducer (range 
of ± 12.5 cmH20). This flowmeter system was used as a secondary flow 
standard in the laboratory.
Flow determinations
Respiratory gas flows were measured using USPTMs. The USPTMs used 
provided two analog voltage outputs. One output was proportional to the flow 
of gas through the sensing head and the other was proportional to the density 
of gas flowing through this same head. The flow signal from the USPTM was 
linear to within 0.206% over the flow range of interest (± 50.0 f-s ') while the 
density signal was linear to within 0.863% over the density range of interest 
(1.1 to 1.23 g-C'1) (Beadle et al., 1990). Due to the excellent linearity of both 
the flow and density signals provided by the USPTMs used in these studies, 
two-point calibrations were used for both flow and density.
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Pressure measurements
Piezo-resistive differential pressure transducers with pressure ranges of 
± 12.5 cmH20  (163PC01D36) and ± 70.0 cmH20  (143PC03D) were used to 
measure airway opening and intrapleural pressure, respectively. Due to the 
excellent linearity of these pressure transducers, they were also calibrated 
using a two-point calibration procedure.
Frequency matching
Frequency response characteristics of the pressure transducers and USPTMs 
used in these studies were determined using previously described techniques 
(Butler et al., 1986; Jackson & Vinegar, 1979). From these determinations, the 
phases on all signals were matched to within 5° over a bandwidth of 0-20 Hz.
Pressure measurements on subjects
Airway opening pressure was measured by connecting a differential pressure 
transducer (163PC01D36) to a side port on the facemask over the subject’s 
muzzle. Intrapleural pressure was measured through a previously placed 
intrapleural catheter and an accompanying injection cap. A differential 
pressure transducer (143PC03D) was connected to the intrapleural catheter by 
introducing a 1 inch long 16-G hypodermic needle through the injection cap.
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Flow measurements on subjects
In studies on resting horses, the animals had a plastic facemask with a 
rubberized shroud placed over their muzzles. Respiratory gas flows were 
measured by attaching a previously calibrated USPTM to a fitting on the 
facemask. In exercising horses, form fitting rubberized facemasks were placed 
over the horses’ muzzles and respiratory gas flows were determined by 
attaching a previously calibrated USPTM to a fitting over each nostril.
Software
Software used in the laboratory was written using the Asyst programming 
language. This language includes libraries of predefined commands that 
facilitate the writing of high level programs requiring A-D or D-A conversions, 
various mathematical and statistical manipulations of data, and the generation 
of menu-driven user interfaces. Programs used in this laboratory were divided 
into three sub-sections which included: 1) programs for calibration of the 
system, 2) on-line data acquisition and analysis programs, 3) programs for off­
line data analysis and report generation.
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Spirometer calibration
Specific programs allowed calibration of each of the system components. A 
spirometer calibration program determined the voltage output of the 
spirometer a t two different volumes from a linear potentiometer connected to 
the spirometer. Appropriate scaling factors for conversion of this voltage 
output to volume in liters were calculated from: 1) measured voltages at points 
tha t represented approximately 10 and 90% of the full scale movement of the 
spirometer bell, 2) keyboard entered readings from the ruler-scale on the 
spirometer at each of these points, 3) a stored value of the volume represented 
by a unit deflection of the spirometer ruler-scale, 4) a keyboard entered 
temperature of the gas in the spirometer bell measured with a thermometer, 
and 5) a keyboard entered barometric pressure measured using a mercury 
barometer.
Pressure transducer calibration
The program for two-point calibration of the pressure transducers performed 
various tasks. First, the transducer voltage output without an applied 
pressure signal was determined. Then a known pressure signal, as determined 
by a slant manometer, was applied to the transducer and the voltage output 
of the transducer was measured. Lastly, the applied pi'essure signal was 
removed and the output voltage of the transducer measured. If the zero signal
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voltage had drifted more than 10 mV during the calibration procedure, the 
calibration was repeated. The factors for scaling the collected digital signals 
by each of the pressure transducers were then calculated from these data and 
stored as global variables for use by other program modules.
Pitot-tube flowmeter calibration
A program for calibration of the PTF checked flags to determine if the 
spirometer and 163PC01D36 pressure transducer had been calibrated and 
would not allow calibration of the PTF until these steps were completed. 
Outlet hoses from the spirometer were connected in parallel to the inlet of the 
PTF module. Gas flow through the PTF was increased in a stepwise fashion 
by changing settings of speed controller modulated vacuum motors connected 
to the outlet the PTF module. At each setting, a valve connecting the 
spirometer to the inlet of the PTF module was opened, thus allowing the 
contents of the spirometer to be drawn through the PTF module. The voltage 
output from the spirometer and the output from the differential pressure 
transducer attached to the PTF were digitized and scaled using the previously 
determined scaling factors. These data were used to determine the following: 
1) volume of gas tha t was removed from the spirometer between points that 
represented 20 and 80% of the total volume excursion of the spirometer bell 
during the data collection period, 2) time elapsed between the 20 and 80% 
volume points, and 3) average differential pressure across the PTF during this
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time interval. Utilization of data collected during the middle 60% of the 
volume excursion eliminated transients associated with opening and closing of 
the valve between the spirometer and PTF module. Following collection and 
scaling of the data at each flow increment, each data point was displayed as 
a plot on the computer’s monitor. Pressure drop across the PTF was displayed 
on the X-axis and the flow calculated from the spirometer volume change per 
unit time was plotted on the Y-axis. Once sufficient data points had been 
collected, the parameters A and B for the function;
Flow = A x (Pressure)13 (1)
were calculated using an iterative Gauss-Newton method (Astheimer, 1987). 
After parameters describing the line of best fit were determined, estimated 
values for flow at each measured pressure were calculated and a regression 
analysis of variance was performed using these estimates and the measured 
flows (Astheimer, 1987). A plot of the line of best fit was superimposed on the 
plot of the collected data points. The param eters describing the line of best fit 
and the statistics describing the goodness of fit were also displayed on the 
computer’s monitor and raw collected data, calculated scaling factors, 
calculated parameters and statistics were stored to disk. Subsequent to these 
procedures, a plot of the measured flow and pressure data with the 
superimposed line of best fit, along with the calculated param eters and 
statistics were printed on the dot matrix printer.
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In a previous study, we showed tha t the coefficient of variation in the 
parameters describing the line of best fit for the PTF was 1.729% for 16 
determinations over an 8-day period (Beadle et al. , 1990). Based on these data, 
PTF calibration was performed weekly.
Ultrasonic pneumotachometer flow calibration
Two-point calibration of the USPTMs’ flow channels required the USPTMs 
(only one in the case of studies on resting horses) to be placed in series with 
the PTF module and the vacuum motor used to generate gas flow through the 
system. Calibration of the USPTM flow channel was achieved via the following 
program steps. Flags were checked to determine if the 163PC01D36 
transducer, used to measure the pressure drop across the PTF, had been 
calibrated. Completion of this step was required before the program could 
proceed. A data file containing the most recent parameters describing the line 
of best fit for converting measured pressure drop across the PTF to flow was 
read. Once these initialization procedures were completed, zero baseline 
readings of the flow channels were determined. This sub-routine updated its 
measurement of the zero flow readings every 2 seconds and continued this 
procedure until a defined key was struck, thus allowing adjustment of the zero 
flow baseline potentiometers on the USPTMs. The last readings prior to 
termination of this loop were recorded as the initial zero flow readings. 
Activation of the vacuum motor connected to the outlet of the PTF module
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caused air flow of approximately 40 to 45 C-s 1 through the system. Factors 
needed to scale the voltage outputs from each flow channel to PTF flow were 
determined by comparing the flow measured by the PTF and the voltage 
output of the USPTM’s flow channel for each USPTM. Once these scaling 
factors had been calculated, the vacuum motor was turned off and the zero 
flow readings on each USPTM were checked. If the zero flow readings had 
drifted by more than 0.2% of the full-scale flow reading the calibration was 
repeated.
Ultrasonic pneumotachometer density calibration
Calibration of the USPTMs’ density channels required measuring a voltage 
output from the density channels while gas a t two different densities was 
flowing through the flow head. A program for this calibration procedure first 
measured the voltage output of the USPTMs’ density channels, while ambient 
air was being drawn through the flow heads at a constant flow. The density 
of the gas flowing through the flow head was then calculated from keyboard 
entered values of dry and wet bulb temperatures of ambient air and barometric 
pressure (Guthrie & Beadle, 1990). The second calibration point was obtained 
by placing the USPTM flow heads in a closed circuit system containing the 
evaporator of a thermostatically controlled refrigeration unit (for heat removal) 
and a vacuum motor (for flow generation and heat production). Dry and wet 
bulb thermometers and a thermistor connected to the thermostat of the
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refrigeration unit were placed immediately downstream to the USPTM flow 
heads in the circuit. Once the system was activated and an equilibrium was 
attained, at approximately 40°C, the program read the voltage output from the 
USPTMs’ density channels and calculated the density of the gas in the system 
from keyboard entered values of dry and wet bulb temperatures in the circuit 
and barometric pressure. Appropriate scaling factors for the voltage output on 
each of the USPTMs’ density channels were calculated from these data.
Data collection from resting horses
The program for data acquisition from resting horses first checked flags to 
confirm that two-point calibrations of the pressure transducers and USPTM 
flow and density channels had been completed. The program then requested 
the entry of pertinent patient information and the name to be given to the data 
file for the subject. Creation of a data file was then effected and patient data 
and scaling factors, in effect a t the time of data collection, were written to the 
data file. The program then prompted the user to ensure tha t there was no 
flow through the USPTM flow head. Upon confirmation, the zero flow baseline 
was sampled and the value written to disk. Following completion of this 
preliminary part of the program, the monitor’s screen was cleared and a 
graphic screen for the on-line display of sampled data was created. Plots of 
measured gas flow and intrapleural pressure, and of calculated mean peak 
expired flow and maximal change in intrapleural pressure were drawn on this
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screen. After the subject had been fully instrumented, the operator struck a 
designated key and on-line data capture, analysis and display routines were 
executed. These routines were executed continuously until the operator struck 
the key designated to terminate the program. Temporary pauses in program 
execution could also be accomplished by appropriate keyboard input. The clock 
times at which the program was stopped and restarted were stored in the data 
file. Data were acquired a t a rate of 50 sample points per second for each of 
the data channels sampled and stored into buffers tha t contained 10.24 
seconds of sampled data. Data buffer contents were written to disk and plots 
of flow and intrapleural pressure against time were refreshed every 10.24 s. 
Values for peak expired flow and the APpfmax were calculated on a breath-by- 
breath basis and were written to disk upon termination of the acquisition 
program. Mean values of these two variables over the last 10.24 s were plotted 
on the display every 10.24 s. Upon termination of the program the operator 
was again requested to ensure tha t there was no gas flow through the USPTM 
flow head. Subsequently, zero flow baseline was sampled and the baseline 
value written to disk.
Data collection from exercising horses
A program for collection of data from exercising horses differed slightly from 
tha t used to collect data from horses at rest. The two programs differed as 
follows; 6 channels of A-D data were sampled in the exercising horses (included
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flow and density signals from second USPTM), as opposed to 4 in the resting 
horses (USPTM flow, USPTM density, Pao and Ppl signals); the algorithm for 
calculation of the gas flow (data from 2 USPTMs) was different and the scales 
on the graphics screens displaying flow and intrapleural pressure in the 
exercising horses were enlarged.
Off-line data analysis
Three separate programs were written for off-line analysis of data acquired to 
disk. The first program analyzed the flow data stored in the specified data file 
to determine the indices of the points a t which each inspiratory and expiratory 
phase of the recorded breaths started. These indices were written to a data 
file for subsequent use.
A second program calculated the following indices of respiratory mechanical 
function on a breath-by-breath basis (see Appendix): tidal volume, VT; 
respiratory rate, f; inspiratory dynamic compliance, Cdyn,l; expiratory dynamic 
compliance, Cdyn,E; total pulmonary resistance a t 25%, R l25; 50%, R l50; and 
75%, R l75; of the tidal volume; viscous work of breathing, Wb; work done per 
liter tidal volume, Wb.f1; and viscous respiratory power, Wb (Sasse, 1971; 
Willoughby & McDonell, 1979). Calculated data were then stored to disk.
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The third program calculated the following indices for the description of 
respiratory flow-volume loops on a breath-by-breath basis (see Figure 3): peak 
expired flow, PEF; expired flow at 25%, EF25; 50%, EF50; and 75%, EF75 of the 
tidal volume; peak inspiratory flow, PIF; inspired flow at 25%, IF25; 50%, IF50; 
and 75%, IF75 of the tidal volume; the ratios, PEF/PIF; EF50/IF50; EF25/IF25; 
PEF/EF50; PEF/EF25; EF50/EF25; PIF/IF25; PIF,/IF25; IF5(/IF 25 (Amis & 
Kurpershoek, 1986a) and stored these data to disk. The last two programs 
also included sub-routines for plotting any one of the calculated indices against 
breath number or against time.
Hardcopies of the plotted data could be printed on either of the hardcopy 
devices connected to the system. The programs also included sub-routines for 
printing the calculated data, or for converting the data files to an ASCII format 
for transfer to other software packages. Examples of the printed output from 
the pulmonary mechanics (see Figure 4) and flow-volume loop analysis 
programs (see Figure 5) are presented.
DISCUSSION
The advent of high speed treadmills for horses has focused more attention on 
investigation of physiological responses to exercise in the horse. Although the 
role of respiratory diseases in limiting athletic performance in the horse has 




























Figure 3. Typical tidal breathing flow-volume loop from a horse a t rest 
showing the flow measurements used to calculate indices describing loop 
shape.
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
PULMONARY FUNCTION LABORATORY 
CLINICIAN : Dr. R.E. BEADLE 
PULMONARY MECHANICS DATA
NAME : LINTON ROSE 02/14/90 CASE # : 73
BRTH VT Dpplm f Cdyn,I Cdyn,E WOB WOB/1 WOB/m R25% R50% R75%
1 cmH20 /min l/cmH20 k g . cm kg. cm/1 kg.cm/'m cmH20/l/s
1 7,. 41 9..28 14..56 1 .09 1 . 02 24 . 6 6 3.. 33 359 .19 .19 .46 . 63
2 7.. 54 8 ,. 8 8 14 ,. 22 1 .08 1 .16 19 . 1 0 2 . 53 271,.50 .17 .38 .56
3 7 ,. 80 8 .33 14 ,. 02 1 . 2 0 1 . 37 15..58 2 ,. 00 218,.36 . 06 . 40 . 39
4 7.. 15 7 ,.59 14 . 78 1 .26 1 . 35 16,.18 2 . 26 239,. 12 .19 .41 .29
5 7.. 91 7 ,.18 14 . 42 1 .37 1 . 36 19 ,.23 2 . 43 277 . 42 . 17 . 33 . 40
6 7.. 63 7 ,.32 14 ,. 08 1 .40 1 .42 15,.14 1 . 98 213.. 21 . 08 . 28 .35
7 7 ,.56 6 .23 13..57 1 .45 1 ,.46 4 .04 .53 54 . 78 . 05 . 08 .14
8 7.. 67 6 .37 13..51 1 .47 1 ,.39 5..59 . 73 75..57 . 12 . 04 . 14
9 7..46 6 ,. 1 0 14.. 15 1 . 40 1 ,. 68 4 .24 .57 59.. 94 . 09 . 12 . 17
10 8 . 72 6 .77 13.. 64 1 .62 1 . 49 11 . 75 1 . 35 160.. 25 . 00 . 14 .24
11 7..49 6 ,.17 14..29 1 .51 1 . 40 7 .69 1 . 03 109.. 90 . 02 . 10 . 19
12 8 .24 5.. 96 13..76 1 .83 1 . 51 9..80 1 . 19 134 . 84 . 02 . 17 .16
13 7..79 5..83 13.. 70 1 . 63 1 .54 8 .14 1 . 04 Ill.44 . 02 . 14 .19
14 7..38 7 ,.25 14.. 08 1 .29 1 . 27 7..74 1 . 05 109.. 04 . 03 . 16 .24
15 7.. 82 7 .45 13.. 10 1 ,.25 1 .. 21 8 . 61 1 .. 1 0 1 1 2 ., 86 . 03 . 1 1 . 2 1
16 7 ., 78 7 . 93 13.,27 1 .. 2 0 1 .. 21 1 0 .,36 1 . 33 137. 51 . 03 . 09 .28
17 7 ., 47 7 .18 13..33 1 . 26 1 ., 40 9.,58 1 . 28 127 .79 . 02 . 15 .27
18 7., 08 7 .38 13.. 10 1 . 28 1 ., 37 5.. 11 72 6 6 .94 . 01 . 08 .31
19 7 ., 38 7 ., 93 13.,16 1 . 37 1 ., 17 16..31 2 .21 214 .64 .  08 .  16 .  37
20 7 . 43 7 .79 13.. 04 1 . 33 1 ., 22 15..37 2 .07 2 0 0 .46 .16 . 2 0 . 32
PULMONARY MECHANICS ANALYSIS PAGE 1 05/20/90 19:38
Figure 4. Sample printout of pulmonary mechanics data from a resting horse.
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
PULMONARY FUNCTION LABORATORY 
CLINICIAN : Dr. R.E. BEADLE 
FLOW-VOLUME LOOP DATA
NAME : LINTON ROSE 02/14/90 CASE # : 73
BRTH f TI TE TI /TE VI VE PIF IF50 IF25 PEF EF50 EF25
/ min s s 1 1 1 /s 1 /s 1 /s 1 /s 1 /s 1 /s
1 15 1.84 2.28 . 81 7.41 7.02 5. 98 3. 73 5.13 6 . 33 3. 85 2 . 88
2 14 1.84 2.38 . 77 7.54 7. 67 6.24 4 . 72 5. 44 6.52 3. 64 2.25
3 14 1.80 2.48 . 73 7.80 7.89 6.19 3. 90 6.19 6.71 1. 93 3.41
4 15 1.74 2.32 . 75 7 .15 7. 97 6 . 15 4 .11 5.22 7.19 3.27 3.06
5 14 1.82 2.34 . 78 7. 91 7 . 50 6 . 30 4.44 5. 05 6.44 4.54 1. 90
6 14 1 . 86 2 .40 . 78 7 . 63 7.20 5. 96 3.58 5.96 6.19 3. 02 2 . 61
7 14 1 . 88 2.54 . 74 7.56 7.29 6.08 4.33 5.15 7.15 3.10 2.75
8 14 2 . 0 0 2 . 44 . 82 7. 67 7.16 5. 66 2.87 4 . 45 6 . 87 5.00 1 . 82
9 14 1. 96 2.28 . 86 7.46 8.16 5. 98 4 . 27 4.54 6 . 65 4 . 76 3. 06
10 14 1. 96 2.44 . 80 8 . 72 8 . 22 6 . 90 5.44 4.81 6 . 95 4.16 3. 06
11 14 1.82 2.38 . 76 7.49 7 . 12 5. 98 4 . 42 3.28 6 . 45 3. 61 2. 97
12 14 1.82 2.54 . 72 8.24 7. 47 6.81 4 , 88 5.25 6 . 94 4.10 2 . 66
13 14 1. 92 2.46 . 78 7.79 7 . 52 6.08 5.51 4.05 6 . 6 6 4.33 3.45
14 14 1. 90 2.36 . 81 7.38 7.88 5.76 4 . 67 3. 95 7.45 4.10 3.43
15 13 2. 04 2.54 . 80 7.82 7 . 75 6.35 3.83 3. 80 7.79 5.47 2.17
16 13 2.04 2.48 . 82 7.78 7.54 6.39 4.21 3.78 6.69 4.29 2. 83
17 13 1 . 8 6 2.64 . 70 7.47 7. 99 5.84 4.27 3.49 6 . 42 3.27 2 . 72
18 13 1 . 8 8 2.70 . 70 7.08 8.15 5.45 3.85 4.31 6 . 20 2.37 2. 92
FLOW--VOLUME LOOP ANALYSIS PAGE 1A 05/20/90 15:45
NAME : LINTONI ROSE
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
PULMONARY FUNCTION LABORATORY 
CLINICIAN : Dr. R.E. BEADLE 
FLOW-VOLUME LOOP DATA
02/14/90 CASE # : 73
BRTH PEF/PIF E50/I50 E25/I25 PEF/E50 PEF/E25 E50/E25 PIF/I50 PIF/I25 150/125
1 1.058 1.032 .560 1 . 643 2.199 1 .338 1. 603 1 .165 .726
2 1.046 .771 .415 1 . 792 2.893 1 . 615 1.321 1.147 . 8 6 8
3 1.083 .496 .552 3.468 1 . 964 .566 1 .588 1 . 0 0 0 . 630
4 1.170 .796 .587 2 .198 2.347 1 .068 1 .497 1.179 . 787
5 1 .023 1 . 0 2 1 .377 1 .420 3.384 2.384 1.418 1.247 .880
6 1.039 .843 .438 2.051 2 .373 1 .157 1 . 663 1 . 0 0 0 . 601
7 1.175 .714 .533 2.308 2 . 602 1 .127 1 .404 1.181 .841
8 1.213 1.746 .409 1 .373 3.773 2.749 1 . 976 1.272 . 643
9 1.113 1 .116 .673 1.396 2 .176 1 .558 1 .400 1.315 . 940
10 1.007 .764 . 636 1 . 671 2.270 1 .359 1 .267 1.434 1 .132
11 1.079 .817 .907 1 .786 2.169 1.214 1 .353 1.823 1 .347
12 1 . 0 2 0 .840 .507 1 . 693 2 . 608 1.541 1 .395 1.297 . 930
13 1.097 .786 .851 1 .539 1 . 933 1 .257 1.103 1 .499 1 .359
14 1.294 .879 . 8 6 8 1 .816 2.174 1 . 197 1.233 1 .458 1 .182
15 1.228 1 .430 .571 1 .424 3.587 2.520 1. 658 1 . 670 1 .007
16 1.047 1 . 0 2 1 .749 1 .559 2 .364 1.517 1.519 1 . 690 1 . 1 1 2
17 1.099 .766 .780 1 . 965 2 .359 1 . 2 0 1 1.370 1 . 675 1 .223
18 1.138 . 615 .677 2.619 2 .125 .811 1 .415 1 .264 .893
FLOW-VOLUME LOOP ANALYSIS PAGE IB 05/20/90 15:45
Figure 5. Sample printout of the indices describing tidal breathing flow- 
volume loops in a resting horse.
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been implicated as a limiting factor to exercise in normal horses until the 
recent documentation of arterial hypoxemia and hypercarbia during high 
intensity exercise in horses (Bayly et al., 1983; Bayly et al., 1987; Wagner et 
al., 1989).
The effects of high intensity exercise on pulmonary ventilation have been 
reported (Hornicke et al., 1983; Hornicke et al., 1987; Woakes et al., 1987), but 
as yet, no reports of its effects on measures of pulmonary mechanics have been 
published. Use of a computer system with appropriate software, interfaced 
with transducers possessing appropriate sensitivity, accuracy and frequency 
response characteristics will undoubtedly facilitate studies of pulmonary 
mechanics in resting and exercising horses.
The system described in this paper was designed to overcome problems specific 
to pulmonary function testing in horses. In resting horses, peak expiratory 
flows are approximately 10 f-s"1, and will increase to as much as 100 C-s 1 in 
maximally exercising horses (Hornicke et al., 1987). Programs described in 
this paper were sufficiently versatile to record data from both resting and 
exercising subjects. Ranges on all plots for display of data were also wide 
enough to display the collected data on the computer’s monitor. Although 
specific routines were written for calibration of the USPTMs used in this 
laboratory, the programs could also be used to calibrate linear resistance type 
flowmeters as well. Pressure transducer calibration programs could be used
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to statically calibrate a wide range of pressure transducers. An added 
advantage of this system was tha t automation of the calibration procedures 
ensured tha t all calibrations were performed in a consistent manner. The data 
from each calibration were stored to disk, which allowed these data to be 
reviewed with ease. At the completion of each calibration routine flags were 
set, thus ensuring that all calibration steps were completed prior to data 
collection.
The automated analysis programs calculated variables describing pulmonary 
function on a breath-by-breath basis. Analysis of data collected over a 30 min 
period could be completed in less than 5 min. Using computer analysis 
systems of this type, all analyses can be performed without any user input.
An advantage of automated analysis systems is that biases tha t are introduced 
into manual calculations of the response variables by the choice of artifact-free 
breaths by the person performing the analysis,, are excluded. A further 
advantage of this system is tha t as all raw data were stored to disk, data could 
be reanalyzed to calculate new response variables without reentry of any data.
Automated analysis systems calculate the response variables irrespective of the 
integrity of the raw data. The operator of such systems must ensure that the 
components of the system are properly calibrated and that they are functioning 
correctly to ensure that the raw data collected by the system are not biased.
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In cases where this is not done, the potential for obtaining results that are in 
error increases.
Report and plots generated by the analysis programs could be viewed on the 
computer’s monitor, or printed on a hardcopy device. As all calculated 
response variables were stored to disk, data could be readily reviewed and new 
reports could be generated with ease. Calculated data could also be converted 
to ASCII format, and thus data could be transferred to other software packages 
for further analysis.
The system described in this paper facilitates on-line acquisition, reduction and 
display of pulmonary function data. The system is versatile and reliable data 
can be obtained from resting and exercising horses. Automation of these 
procedures enable a single trained technician to reliably operate the equipment 
in an equine pulmonary mechanics laboratory.
SUMMARY
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Menu-driven programs have been written in the Asyst programming language 
for the computation of various variables that describe pulmonary mechanical 
function on a breath-by-breath basis. The calculated variables include tidal 
volume, respiratory rate, maximal change in intrapleural pressure, dynamic 
compliance, total pulmonary resistance at 25, 50, and 75% of tidal volume, 
viscous work of breathing, work done per liter tidal volume, viscous respiratory 
power, and various indices to describe respiratory flow-volume loops.
Respiratory flows were measured using Novex UF202 ultrasonic 
pneumotachometers and were corrected to BTPS. A Collins 120 f spirometer 
with a linear potentiometer and an Annubar pitot-tube flowmeter with a Micro 
Switch differential pressure transducer were used for calibration of the 
ultrasonic flowmeters. Respiratory volumes were calculated by digital 
integration of the corrected flow data. Intrapleural and airway opening 
pressures were measured using Micro Switch piezo-resistive differential 
pressure transducers. The pressure transducers were calibrated using a 
Meriam slant manometer. The electrical outputs from the pressure 
transducers and pneumotachometers were interfaced with a Zenith Z159 
microcomputer via a 12 bit Metrabyte Dash 16F A-D converter.
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This system facilitated on-line acquisition, reduction and display of data. 
Apart from subject information, the only data that were entered manually were 
barometric pressure, wet and dry bulb temperatures of the air in the flow head 
during calibration of the ultrasonic flowmeter’s density channel, and the 
animal’s rectal temperature. The system could therefore be calibrated and 
operated by a single technician. The wide range of A-D converters and other 
IBM-compatible peripherals supported by the program language used to write 
these programs, ensures tha t these programs will operate on a variety of IBM- 
compatible systems with little modification.
APPENDIX
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Description of equations used to calculate pulmonary mechanics variables
(Astheimerei al., 1987; Goff, 1965; Guthrie & Beadle, 1990; Harrison, 1965a; 
Harrison, 1965b; Sasse, 1971; Willoughby & McDonell, 1979).
1. A ctual w a te r  v ap o r p re s su re  - The actual water vapor pressure (e) 
of the gas was calculated using equations for the calculation of water vapor 
pressure in saturated systems (Goff, 1965) and for the reduction of 
psychrometric data (Guthrie & Beadle, 1990; Harrison, 1965a).
2. G as d en s ity  - Gas densities were determined using the following
where p is the density of the gas mixture in g-f1, p0 is the density of the gas 
mixture under standard conditions (0°C, 760 mmHg, dry) in g-<T\ P is the 
barometric pressure in mmHg, and e is the actual water vapor pressure in 
mmHg (Guthrie & Beadle, 1990; Harrison, 1965b).
equation:
P = Po
273.15VP - 0.37802 x e \
760
( 10)
3. Flow  n o rm aliza tio n  to  fi-s'1 STPD - Measured flows were adjusted 
to equivalent flows a t STPD by using the following equation:
f  P m '
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( 11)V STPD = V ATP x
l p°
where V  STPD is the respiratory gas flow in C-s 1 under standard conditions 
(0°C, 760 mmHg, dry), V  ATP is the mass flow of respiratory gas measured by 
the USPTM in C-s 1 a t ambient temperature, pressure and saturation, pM is 
the density of the gas measured by the ultrasonic flowmeter in g-f \  and p0 
is the density of the gas mixture under consideration at standard conditions 
(1.2929 g-C1 for air).
4. F low  n o rm aliza tio n  to  C-s'1 BTPS - Measured flows were adjusted to 
equivalent flows at BTPS by using the following algorithm:
V BTPS = V ATP x ( 12)
where V" BTPS is the respiratory gas flow in C-s 1 at body temperature, 
ambient pressure and saturated with water vapor, V  ATP is the mass flow of 
respiratory gas measured by the USPTM, pM is the density of the gas 
measured by the ultrasonic flowmeter in g-C1, and pB is the density of the gas 
mixture under consideration a t body temperature, ambient pressure and 
saturated with water vapor in g-C\
5. Inspired (Vi) and expired (VE) volum es - Inspired and expired 
volumes were determined by integrating V  as shown below:
where V  is the volume of gas (inspired or expired) in { BTPS, V  is the gas flow 
in {•s'1 a t BTPS, and t is the duration of the respiratory phase.
6. Maximal changes in  intrapleural pressure in  cmELjO - APpl.max was 
calculated by determining the difference between the maximum and minimum 
intrapleural pressures measured during a respiratory cycle.




where Cdyn is the dynamic compliance in G-cmH20  \  AV is the difference in 
volume in G BTPS between subsequent points of zero flow, and APpl is the 
change in intrapleural pressure between the same two points measured in 
cmH20  (Sasse, 1971; Willoughby & McDonell, 1979).
8. Total pulm onary resistance - Total pulmonary resistance was 
determined using the following algorithm:
where Rl was determined a t specific percentages (25, 50 and 75%) of tidal 
volume and is expressed in cmH2O f 1,s, and APtp was the difference between 
the transpulmonary pressures at the same percentages of tidal volume in the 
two respiratory phases expressed in cmH20 , and V  was the flow in C-s 1 BTPS 
at the lung volume in question. Transpulmonary pressure was determined as 
the difference between airway opening and intrapleural pressures (Sasse, 1971; 
Willoughby & McDonell, 1979).
9. V iscous w ork  of b re a th in g  - Viscous work of breathing (Wb) expressed
in kg-cm was determined by calculating the area of the pressure-volume loop, 
where pressure was measured in cmH20  and volume was measured in Q at 
BTPS. The area of the pressure-volume loop was calculated digitally by 
evaluating the following expression:
Area = — 
2
n - l
Im Z Zl " n E 1111
n=l
(16)
where Z  was a complex array containing the vertices of the polygon of which 
the area is being calculated and was created from the pressure and volume 
arrays for the breath. Z*  denotes complex conjugation and Im describes the 
operation of extraction of the imaginary part of the complex number 
(Astheimere£ a/., 1987).
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10. Work o f breathing per liter  tidal volum e (Wb f 1) - Work of 
breathing per liter tidal volume was calculated by dividing the value of Wb in 
kg-cm by the tidal volume in C BTPS and was expressed in kg-cm-f1.
11. Viscous respiratory pow er ( W b )  - Viscous respiratory power was 
calculated by dividing Wb by the duration of the breath in minutes and was 
expressed in kg-cm-min \
CHAPTER 4
TEMPORAL EFFECTS OF INHALED HISTAMINE AND 
METHACHOLINE ON PULMONARY MECHANICS IN THE HORSE
INTRODUCTION
Responsiveness of the airways to intrinsic chemical mediators (histamine, 
acetylcholine, and prostaglandin F2o(), or to synthetic analogues of acetylcholine 
(methacholine and carbachol), is called non-specific bronchial reactivity 
(Juniper et al., 1978). Non-specific bronchial reactivity is measured using 
provocation tests, usually with histamine or methacholine. Measurements of 
this response have been made using a variety of animal species, including 
guinea pigs (Douglas et al., 1973; Douglas et al., 1976; Drazen, 1978), calves 
(Slocombe & Robinson, 1981) and horses (Armstrong et al., 1986; Klein & 
Deegen, 1986; Mirbahar et al., 1985; Obel & Schmiterlow, 1948; Robinson et 
al., 1985), and are utilized widely in human medicine (Brown et al., 1977; 
Chung et al., 1982; Cockcroft et al., 1977; Juniper et al., 1978; Malo et al., 
1985; Orehek et al., 1977; Sekizawa et al., 1986; Van Noord et al., 1989).
Response to varying doses of intravenously administered histamine is well 
characterized in most laboratory and domestic animal species. The same is not 
true for dose-responses to inhaled histamine and methacholine, which remain 
poorly described in a number of animal species, including the horse. This lack
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of information in some species seems to be associated with inadequate 
instrumentation to administer standard doses of stimulants, and to 
simultaneously measure responses to the stimulants.
The purpose of the present study was to assess dynamic airway responses to 
inhalation of fixed concentrations of histamine and methacholine aerosols. 
This was accomplished by measuring respiratory flow, airway opening pressure 
and intrapleural pressures on-line, 1) during a 5 min adaptation period, 2) 
while histamine or methacholine aerosols were being administered, and 3) 
following the termination of aerosol delivery. Reproducibility of pulmonary 




Eighteen healthy Thoroughbred horses were used in this study. Ages, weights 
and the sexes of subjects are presented in Table 9. All animals were housed 
in 3.5 x 3.5 m stalls, fed a pelleted ration3 and received water ad libitum. To 
reduce psychophysiological influences associated with the experimental 
protocol, animals were exposed to the laboratory environment on a t least three
3 Purina Horse Chow 200, Purina Mills Inc., St Louis, MO.
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101 9 445 cf
84 6 423 $
136 5 491 cf
77 8 473 ?
103 7 486 cf
82 7 468 ?
57 6 370 ?
138 4 434 ?
83 5 432 $
107 7 423 $
108 9 441 cf
102 7 468 cf
80 7 418 ?
106 6 473 ?
75 9 509 cf
34 8 523 cf
93 9 445 cf
95 9 423 cf




occasions prior to data collection. Laboratory exposure included all parts of the 
experimental protocol and the laboratory personnel. To limit the effects of 
diurnal variations in pulmonary function (Stadler & Deegen, 1986), 
investigations of pulmonary mechanics in a specific subject were always made 
at approximately the same time of day.
At least 24 hr prior to starting data collection, catheters were introduced into 
the intrapleural space using aseptic technique. A No. 40 clipper blade was 
used to clip the hair from the skin covering the left chest wall (10th to 16th 
intercostal spaces extending from approximately 5 cm above the line 
delineating the epaxial muscles, to the midpoint of the chest wall). The skin 
was then surgically prepared using a povidone-iodine scrub solution. To 
facilitate placement of the catheter, a 2% lidocaine hydrochloride4 solution was 
infiltrated subcutaneously over the 13th intercostal space at the level of the 
ventral border of the epaxial muscles. Local anesthetic solution was also 
infiltrated subcutaneously along a line extending approximately 15 cm 
caudoventrally from the initial site. Two stab incisions were made through the 
skin. The first was over the initial anesthetized site and the second 
approximately 10 cm caudoventral to the first. A 15 cm long 18-G spinal 
needle was introduced through the first stab incision and advanced through 
the intercostal muscles, parietal pleura and into the intrapleural space. The 
needle was introduced along a path tha t was parallel to the midline plane of
4 AmVet Pharmaceuticals, Fort Collins, CO.
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the animal. Thus it entered through the parietal pleura at an angle of less 
than 90°. A 0.9 mm diameter (145 cm long) guide wire” was introduced 
through the needle into the intrapleural space, and the spinal needle was 
withdrawn. The spinal needle was then introduced through the second stab 
incision and advanced so tha t its tip protruded through the first stab incision. 
The guide wire was then threaded through the needle, and the needle was 
removed. A 9-Fr teflon percutaneous arterial dilator kitb was introduced over 
the guide wire into the intrapleural space. The inner dilator sheath and guide 
wire were removed and an injection cap was placed over the end of the 
catheter. Monofilament nylon7 sutures were used to secure the 5 cm of the 
catheter that protruded through the skin, and to close the stab incisions.
Pulmonary function measurements
Horses were restrained in stocks. A plastic facemask with a rubberized shroud 
was placed over the horse’s muzzle and was held in place using a halter. An 
ultrasonic pneumotachometer8 (USPTM) specifically adapted for use in horses 
(Beadle et al., 1990) was attached to the outlet of the facemask. The USPTM 
was calibrated prior to and following experiments on each day using methods
5 Safeguide 8598, Becton-Dickinson, Rutherford, NJ.
6 Model 8501, C.R. Bard Inc., Billerica, MA.
7 Ethilon, Ethicon Inc., Somerville, NJ.
8 Model UF-202, Novex Instrum ents Inc., Redmond, WA.
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previously described (see Chapter 3), and the flow zero balance was recorded 
prior to and following data collection from each animal. A low resistance, flow- 
directed valve apparatus was attached to the outlet of the USPTM.
Intrapleural pressure was measured using a differential pressure transducer9. 
The two ports on the pressure transducer had 3-way stop-cocks attached to 
them, and each opening on the stop-cocks had a 0.2 pm biological filter10 
attached to it. This entire assembly was packed and sterilized using ethylene 
oxide gas11 at least 18 hr prior to use. Immediately prior to use, the 
transducer was unpacked and statically calibrated against a manometer12. 
Once calibrated, the biological filter to which the calibration manometer was 
attached was replaced with a sterile 2.5 cm long 16-G hypodermic needle; thus 
sterility of the transducer system was maintained. The injection cap on the 
intrapleural catheter was wiped with alcohol and allowed to air-dry. The 
differential pressure transducer was connected to the intrapleural catheter by 
introducing the hypodermic needle through the injection cap. The other port 
on the pressure transducer was open to atmospheric pressure, thus this 
transducer measured intrapleural pressure (Ppl). Output from this transducer 
was observed on a digital volt meter, and if the value measured did not
9 Model 143PC03D, Micro Switch, Freeport, IL.
10 Acrodisc 4192, Gelman, Ann Arbor, MI.
11 Anprolene, W.H. Andersen Products, Inc., Chapel Hill, NC.
12 Model 40GD10 WM, Meriam Instruments, Cleveland, OH.
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fluctuate as expected, the catheter was flushed with 5 mf of air. This was 
accomplished by attaching a 6 mC syringe filled with air to the biological filter 
on the third port of the 3-way stop-cock, opening the stop-cock to this port and 
emptying the syringe.
One port of a second differential pressure transducer13 was connected to a 
side port on the facemask to measure airway opening pressure (Pao). 
Transpulmonary pressure (Ptp) was defined as the pressure difference between 
Pao and Ppl.
Frequency response characteristics of the pressure transducer systems and the 
USPTM were evaluated using previously described techniques (Butler et al. , 
1986; Jackson & Vinegar, 1979). During these investigations great care was 
taken to ensure that the same connectors and catheters tha t were to be used 
in the experiments were evaluated. The amplitude and phase of the flow and 
pressure transducers were matched to within 5% and 5° over a bandwidth of 
0-10 Hz.
Analog signals from the flow and density channels of the USPTM, the Ppl 
transducer and the Pao transducer were connected to an analog-to-digital 
converter14 in a personal computer15. The computer ran custom programs
13 Model 163PC01D36, Micro Switch, Freeport, IL.
14 Dash 16F, Metrabyte Corporation, Taunton, MA.
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(see Chapter 3) written using commercially available software16 under the 
MS-DOS operating system17. Analog signals were converted to digital signals 
a t 50 Hertz with the conversions occurring in a background mode, thus 
allowing foreground processing and display of the incoming data and storage 
of digital data to disk. Peak expiratory flow (PEF) and APpl,max were 
calculated for each breath. The mean value of PEF and APpl,max were 
calculated every 10.24 s and these values and the incoming flow and Ppl data 
were displayed on the computer’s monitor. Stored data were used to calculate 
tidal volume (VT), respiratory rate (f), inspiratory dynamic compliance (Cdyn), 
pulmonary resistance (Rl) a t 50% of VT, and viscous work of breathing (Wb) 
on a breath-by-breath basis using standard algorithms (see Chapter 3).
Each animal received all three treatm ents. The treatm ent solutions 
administered were: 1) 0.9% saline (control), 2) 10 mg-mf1 histamine 
diphosphate18 in saline, and 3) 2 mg-mf1 methacholine bromide19 in saline. 
The order in which treatm ents were administered to each animal was 
randomized using the Proc Plan procedure in SAS® (SAS Institute Inc, 1988). 
Furthermore, each treatm ent was administered on three separate occasions to
15 Model Z159, Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph, MI.
16 Asyst 3.1, Asyst Software Technologies Inc., Rochester, NY.
17 MS-DOS 3.2, Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph, MI.
18 H-7375, Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO.
19 A-2126, Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO.
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4 animals. The treatm ent order within each replicate was randomized. Prior 
to commencement of each experiment, 20 mf of the treatm ent solution to be 
used was placed in the delivery chamber of an ultrasonic nebulizer20 with an 
average output of 0.55 ± 0.05 mfi-min'1.
Once the subject had been fully instrumented, and baseline flow on the 
USPTM had been checked, the data collection program on the computer was 
started. Data were collected for 5 min to establish stable baseline conditions. 
The APpl,max value displayed on the computer’s monitor at the end of this 
period was noted. In the 30 s period following this, the delivery pipe of the 
ultrasonic nebulizer was attached to a port on the facemask, and a flexible 
plastic hose connected to an exhaust fan, with an outlet outside of the 
laboratory, was connected to the expiratory side of the flow-directed valves 
attached to the USPTM. This arrangem ent allowed the delivery of aerosols to 
the subjects without personnel being unduly exposed to exhaled aerosols. In 
the case of the saline control, the aerosol was delivered for 3 min. 
Administration of histamine and methacholine aerosols continued until 
APpl,max doubled, or for a maximum of 10 min to the animals in which APpl.max 
did not double. Immediately after the tei*mination of aerosol delivery 
(treatm ent period), the delivery tube from the nebulizer was disconnected from 
the facemask, a rubber stopper was placed in the port on the facemask, and 
the exhaust hose disconnected from the flow directed valves. The post-
20 Model 65, The DeVilbiss Company, Somerset, PA.
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treatm ent phase of the airway response to the inhaled aerosols was recorded 
until APpl.max returned to within 209r of the baseline reading, or for a 
minimum of 10 min.
Data analysis
Data collected during the experimental period were analyzed off-line, and 
output from these analysis routines were written to disk (see Chapter 3). 
Output data files were translated to an ASCII format for import into a 
statistical package21. Calculations of means, standard deviations (SD), 
coefficients of variation (CV), least-squares linear regression, Student's t-tests 
for comparison of means, one way analysis of variance and Duncan’s multiple 
range test were performed using standard statistical techniques (Steel & 
Torrie, 1980). Significance was established at P < 0.05.
Initially, the distributions of the data associated with all response variables 
were investigated using Proc Univariate in SAS® (SAS Institute Inc, 1985). 
Data with distributions tha t were skewed toward one of the tails were 
transformed using a logarithmic transformation (Steel & Torrie, 1980). 
Response variables that were distributed approximately normally were then 
analyzed using least-squares linear regression analysis of the response variable 
under consideration against time, using the Proc Reg procedure in SAS® (SAS
21 SAS®, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC.
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Institute Inc, 1988). Separate regression analyses were performed on data 
from each horse during the baseline, treatm ent and post-treatment phases of 
each treatment. Data were considered to be adequately represented by the 
model if the coefficient of determination (R2) was greater than 0.50 (Steel & 
Torrie, 1980).
Secondly, for each treatm ent within each animal, means of the response 
variables within each one minute segment of the baseline, treatment and post- 
treatm ent phases were calculated. Distributions of these variables were 
investigated using univariate procedures. Variables with skewed distributions 
were logarithmically transformed and the distributions of the transformed data 
were investigated using univariate procedures. Response variables with 
approximately normal distributions were then analyzed using least-squares 
linear regression of the response variable against time segment, using the Proc 
Reg procedure in SAS® (SAS Institute Inc, 1988). In these analyses, data from 
the baseline, treatm ent and post-treatment, phases of each treatment within 
each animal, were analyzed individually. These data were also considered to 
be adequately represented by the model, if R2 was greater than 0.50.
In order to investigate a single model tha t combined all three phases of the 
experiment (baseline, treatm ent and post-treatment periods), data from 
individual animals, in which both the treatm ent and post-treatment phases of 
the experiment were adequately described by the linear regression models of
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response variables on time interval, were investigated further using non-linear 
regression techniques (Bard, 1974). Data were fitted to the following non­
linear function:
y  = a + + - a e ^  (17)
where, a, b, and c are parameters describing the curve, t0 is the time a t which 
the treatm ent phase started, tj is the time at which the post-treatment phase 
started, and t  is time. The SAS® Proc Nlin procedure (SAS Institute Inc, 1988) 
was used to obtain estimates of a, b, c, to and t lt using an iterative least- 
squares method (Marquardt, 1963), and to calculate asymptotic 95% confidence 
intervals for the estimated parameters (Jennrich, 1969). Estimated
parameters were considered to be significantly different from zero, if zero was
not included in the 95% asymptotic confidence limit. The proportion of total 
variance (PTV) accounted for by the model was calculated as the ratio of sum 
of squares regression to total sum of squares. Half-times of treatm ent and 
post-treatment phases of airway responses to inhaled histamine and 
methacholine were calculated as follows:
7V = —  (18)
2 * b
and
T i  = —  (19)
~ c  r
where b and c were calculated as shown above.
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RESULTS
Duration of aerosol administration required to double APpl,max (treatm ent 
time), time taken for APpl.max to return to within 20% of the baseline value 
(post-treatment time) and total amount of drug administered during 
experiments in which histamine and methacholine were administered to 18 
subjects, are presented in Table 10. Inter-individual variations in treatm ent 
times, post-treatment times and total dose of drug administered were large for 
both histamine (CV of 35 .46 , 35 .5 6  and 45.79% , respectively) and methacholine 
(CV of 22 .09 , 26 .94  and 27.87% , respectively) aerosols. The differences 
between the means of the treatm ent times and post-treatment times for 
histamine and methacholine were not significant at the 95% confidence level.
Average treatm ent time, post-treatment time and drug dose data of histamine 
and methacholine treatm ents for each horse, in which treatm ents were 
repeated three times, are presented in Table 11. In some horses, these data 
varied considerably within the same individual (CV approaching 30%), 
following repeated administration of histamine and methacholine aerosols.
Investigation of the distributions of response variables using univariate 
procedures showed tha t all variables had distributions tha t were skewed 
toward one of the tails. Distributions of the logarithmically transformed data 
were approximately normal. Thus, logarithmically transformed data were used
Table 10. Maxima, minima, means and SD of histamine and methacholine administration time, time for APpl.max
to return to within 20% of baseline and drug dose for all horses (n=18).








Treatment Post- Total Dose 
Time (min) treatm ent (mg) 
Time (min)
Minimum 3.75 10.00 15.00 5.25 10.00 5.00
Maximum 12.00 26.75 65.00 13.00 22.20 14.00
Mean 7.81 11.10 34.17 8.88 10.77 9.55
SD 2.77 4.17 15.65 1.96 2.90 2.66
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Table 11. Means and SD  of histamine and methacholine administration time, time for APpl.max to return to within
20% of baseline and drug dose in the four horses in which treatments were repeated on three occasions.
Histamine Aerosol Methacholine Aerosol

















101 Mean 4.88 10.00 20.00 7.68 10.00 7.33
SD 0.53 0.00 0.00 2.13 0.00 4.16
77 Mean 6.50 14.00 30.00 8.83 12.33 8.67
SD 1.32 3.50 5.00 2.02 4.04 1.15
108 Mean 4.07 10.00 23.33 5.50 10.00 5.67
SD 0.12 0.00 5.77 0.25 0.00 0.58
75 Mean 8.42 10.00 35.00 8.83 10.00 8.67
I l l
for all linear regression analyses.
Results of the initial linear regression analysis performed on logarithmically 
transformed response variables are summarized in Table 12. In the case of 
histamine aerosol administration, the regression model explained the variation 
in APpl,max and Cdyn data adequately for both treatm ent and post-treatment 
phases of the experiment in only one subject and respiratory rate data in two 
subjects. The model did not describe the variation in V t, Wb and RL data 
adequately in any subjects. In the methacholine inhalation study, the model 
only described the variation in respiratory rate data adequately in four 
subjects.
In Table 13, the results of linear regression analyses performed individually 
for each subject (n=18) on means of transformed response variables over one 
minute intervals, during each treatm ent phase and for each drug against time 
interval are summarized. In the histamine study, VT, APpl.max, f, Cdyn, Wb and 
R l data from both treatm ent and post-treatment phases of the experiment 
were adequately described by the model in 3, 3, 10, 4, 1, and 1 of the subjects, 
respectively. The model of the response to inhaled methacholine only described 
APpl,max, f, Cdyn, Wb and R l data adequately in 3, 6, 4, 1 and 1 of the subjects, 
respectively.
Table 12. Summary of goodness of fit for linear regression models of logarithmically transformed indices of
pulmonary mechanics calculated on a breath-by-breath basis against time for all horses (n=18).
Treatment Period Statistic Logarithmically Transformed Response Variables
Vt APpl,max f Cdyn w b Rl
Mean R2 0.11 0.20 0.36 0.25 0.11 0.13
Histamine SD 0.14 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.13 0.14
Treatment N >  .50 0 2 4 4 0 0
Mean R2 0.17 0.14 0.44 0.23 0.07 0.07
Histamine SD 0.16 0.16 0.24 0.20 0.09 0.08
Post-treatment N > .50 0 1 9 1 0 0
Treatment and Post-treatment > .50 0 1 2 1 0 0
Mean R2 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.19 0.11 0.13
Methacholine SD 0.10 0.13 0.26 0.18 0.14 0.12
Treatment N >  .50 0 5 6 1 0 0
Mean R2 0.11 0.15 0.41 0.15 0.08 0.10
Methacholine SD 0.17 0.16 0.34 0.17 0.11 0.10
Post-treatment N > .50 1 0 8 2 0 0
Treatment and Post-treatment > .50 0 0 4 0 0 0
Mean R2 = mean coefficient of determination for regression of logarithmically transformed response variable on time. 
N > .50 = the number of individual horses in which the coefficient of determination was greater than 0.50. 112
Table 13. Summary of goodness of fit for linear regression models of mean values of logarithmically transposed
indices of pulmonary mechanics during each minute against time interval for all subjects (n=18).
Treatment Period Statistic Logarithmically Transformed Response Variables
Vt APpl.max f Cdyn w b Rl
Mean R2 0.41 0.44 0.59 0.48 0.40 0.37
Histamine
Treatment SD 0.27 0.32 0.30 0.34 0.29 0.29
N >  .50 7 8 13 9 9 6
Mean R2 0.41 0.28 0.57 0.43 0.21 0.24
Histamine
Post-treatment SD 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.18 0.25
N > .50 8 3 13 7 1 3
Treatment and Post-treatment > .50 3 3 10 4 1 1
Mean R2 0.31 0.43 0.52 0.46 0.24 0.30
Methacholine
Treatment SD 0.21 0.36 0.30 0.33 0.30 0.28
N > .50 5 8 10 10 5 5
Mean R2 0.31 0.30 0.56 0.33 0.23 0.24
Methacholine
Post-treatment SD 0.27 0.29 0.32 0.29 0.27 0.23
N > .50 5 6 10 6 4 5
Treatment and Post-treatment > .50 0 3 6 4 1 1
Mean R2 = mean coefficient of determination for regression of the mean of the logarithmically transformed response 
variable on time (in minutes),
N > .50 = the number of individual horses in which the coefficient of determination was greater than 0.50.
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A summary of the param eter estimates and goodness of fit of the non-linear 
least-squares regression analyses of the overall respiratory rate response to 
inhaled histamine aerosol in the 10 subjects, in which both treatm ent and post­
treatm ent phases of the response were adequately described using separate 
linear models, is presented in Table 14. In these subjects all estimated 
parameters, except c in subject 93, were significantly different from zero. The 
proportion of the total variance accounted for by the model (PTV) was in excess 
of 0.96 in all cases, indicating tha t the data were adequately described by the 
model. The inter-individual variation in half-times of treatm ent and post­
treatm ent phases of the changes in respiratory rate, THb and T1/ic, was large (CV 
of 76.8 and 53.8%, respectively) following histamine aerosol administration. 
Three plots which are representative of the temporal effects of inhalation of 
histamine aerosol on respiratory rate in the 10 subjects are depicted 
graphically in Figure 6.
Treatment and post-treatment phases of the respiratory rate data were only 
described adequately by linear regression models in two of the subjects tha t 
received histamine on 3 separate occasions. Data summarizing the non-linear 
regression analyses from these two horses are presented in Table 15. All the 
estimated parameters, except b and c in subject 77, replicate 3, were 
significantly different from zero and the PTV was in excess of 0.95 in all cases. 
The estimated parameters for subject 77 were generally more variable than 
those of subject 108 (average CV of 24.3% as opposed to 19.3%). The temporal
Table 14. Summary of non-linear regression param eter estimates and fit for respiratory rate against time interval 
following histamine inhalation in subjects in which R2 for treatment and post-treatment phases > 0.50.
Horse
Number









77 9.01 0.280 -0.182 6.00 8.37 2.48 3.81 0.996
80 15.88 0.229 -0.075 6.91 10.00 3.03 9.24 0.991
83 11.51 0.169 -0.164 4.00 12.53 4.10 4.23 0.967
84 10.36 0.679 -0.270 6.05 8.35 1.02 2.57 0.994
93 13.90 0.486 -0.158* 5.75 8.03 1.43 4.39* 0.982
95 17.17 0.402 -0.753 6.28 7.44 1.72 0.92 0.997
106 13.41 0.084 -0.192 5.67 16.00 8.25 3.61 0.994
107 11.21 0.142 -0.210 4.00 12.77 4.88 3.30 0.988
108 12.37 0.253 -0.211 4.00 8.44 2.74 3.29 0.969
136 20.44 0.067 -0.094 7.22 15.48 10.35 7.37 0.983
Mean 13.53 0.279 -0.2391 5.59 10.74 4.00 4.591 0.986
SD 3.46 0.193 0.202 1.20 3.21 3.07 2.47 0.011
* - estimate of parameter not significantly different from 0.00 at 95% confidence limit, 
f - does not include estimates of parameters tha t were not significantly different from 0.00, 
a, b and c - estimated of parameters describing non-linear curve,
t0 and tj - estimates of start of treatm ent and post-treatment phases of respiratory rate responses, 
and T1/4c - half-times of treatm ent and post-treatment phases of respiratory rate responses,
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Figure 6. Plots showing the temporal effects of histamine aerosol inhalation on respiratory rate in three subjects 
(solid line represents the fitted non-linear function).
T able 15. Summary of non-linear regression parameter estimates and goodness of fit of respiratory rate during each 
minute against time in subjects in which histamine aerosol was administered on three separate occasions.
Horse
Number





77 1 9.01 0.280 -0.182 6.00 8.37 2.48 3.81 0.996
2 9.48 0.108 -0.222 4.07 9.73 6.42 3.12 0.993
3 8.84 0.060* -0.376* 6.22 10.00 11.55* 1.84* 0.996
Mean 9.11 0.194+ -0.202+ 5.43 9.37 4.45+ 3.47+ 0.995
SD 1.22 0.122 0.028 1.18 0.87 2.79 0.49 0.002
108 1 12.37 0.253 -0.211 4.00 8.44 2.74 3.29 0.969
2 13.16 0.265 -0.201 4.00 8.22 2.62 3.45 0.952
3 10.76 0.477 -0.300 5.82 8.64 1.45 2.31 0.993
Mean 12.10 0.332 -0.237 4.61 8.43 2.27 3.02 0.971
SD 1.22 0.126 0.055 1.05 0.21 0.71 0.62 0.021
See Table 14 for key.
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effects of histamine aerosol inhalation on respiratory rate on each of the three 
occasions tha t aerosols were administered to the same subject, are plotted in 
Figure 7. Table 16 shows the means and SD of minute ventilation (Ve) during 
the treatm ent period of each replicate in subjects 77 and 108. Duncan’s 
multiple range test showed that VE was significantly different between some 
replicates in the same animal.
Results of non-linear regression analyses performed on the respiratory rate 
data from the 6 subjects, in which linear regression models described both 
treatm ent and post-treatment phases of the airway response to inhaled 
methacholine adequately, are summarized in Table 17. The estimate of 
param eter c in subject 103 was the only estimate tha t was not significantly 
different from zero, and the model accounted for more than 98.5% of the 
variance in all subjects. The estimated parameters varied considerably in the 
6 subjects, and thus the half-times of the changes in respiratory rate during 
the treatm ent and post-treatment phases of the response to methacholine had 
an inter-individual CV of approximately 50%. Three plots which are 
representative of the temporal effects of inhalation of methacholine aerosol on 
respiratory rate in the 6 subjects depicted graphically in Figure 8.
Treatment and post-treatment phases of the respiratory rate data were only 
described adequately by linear regression models in one of the subjects that 
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F ig u re  7. Plots of best fit curves for the temporal response of respiratory rate following histamine aerosol inhalation 
on three separate occasions in two subjects.
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T able 16. Means and SD of minute ventilation during the treatment period 




Aerosol Replicate Mean SD
Histamine 77 1 108.096* 14.131
2 S2.306 13.730
3 70.707 18.294
108 1 60.483 13.811
2 70.428 15.080
3 87.687* 7.226
Methacholine 101 1 114.520 48.187
2 61.336 16.106
3 81.715 48.890
* - significantly different from other replicates within the same subject.
T able 17. Summary of non-linear regression parameter estimates and fit for respiratory rate against time in subjects 
in which R2 of treatm ent and post-treatment phases > 0.50 following methacholine aerosol inhalation.
Horse
Number






82 16.26 0.214 -0.175 7.40 12.76 3.24 3.96 0.997
84 22.23 0.146 -0.168 5.96 11.66 4.75 4.13 0.987
101 11.59 0.250 -0.275 6.11 12.32 2.77 2.52 0.990
102 16.35 0.113 -0.073 5.66 14.94 6.13 9.50 0.995
103 20.26 0.077 -0.026* 4.34 12.53 9.00 26.66* 0.994
106 16.86 0.125 -0.088 7.34 10.52 5.55 7.88 0.988
Mean 17.26 0.154 -0.1561 6.14 12.46 5.24 5.60* 0.992
SD 3.68 0.065 0.081 1.15 1.46 2.25 2.95 0.004
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F ig u re  8. Plots showing the temporal effects of methacholine aerosol inhalation on respiratory rate in three subjects 
(solid line represents the fitted non-linear function).
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regression analyses from this subject are summarized in Table 18 and the 
curves that best fit data on each of these occasions are plotted in Figure 9. In 
this particular subject, the intra-individual variation in responses to 
methacholine aerosols was large (CV of Tlib was 47.4%, and Tltsc was 21.7%). 
Table 16 shows the means and SD of Ve during the treatm ent period of each 
replicate in this subject. Although VE varied considerably between replicates 
in this subject, the differences were not significant.
DISCUSSION
The methods described above allowed administration of stimulant drugs with 
simultaneous on-line determination of maximal change in pleural pressure 
(APpl,max) and peak expiratory flow (PEF). Tidal volume (Vt), respiratory rate 
(f), dynamic compliance (Cdyn), pulmonary resistance a t 50% of V t (R l ), and 
viscous work of breathing (Wb) were calculated off-line, following the 
termination of data collection. These techniques thus overcame some of the 
methodological problems experienced in previous studies in horses, and 
provided a method for study of temporal effects of non-specific 
bronchoconstrictors on pulmonary mechanics.
In the 18 subjects studied, there was approximately a 4-fold inter-individual 
variation in treatm ent time and total dose of aerosolized histamine 
administered. These findings are in agreement with the 6-fold variability in
T able 18. Summary of non-linear regression parameter estimates and goodness of fit for respiratory rate against time 
in the subject tha t received methacholine aerosols on three separate occasions.
Horse
Number







101 1 11.59 0.250 -0.275 6.11 12.32 2.77 2.52 0.990
2 10.82 0.273 -0.238 7.70 10.25 2.54 2.91 0.994
3 11.55 0.123 -0.181 7.72 15.77 5.64 3.83 0.998
Mean 11.32 0.215 -0.246 7.18 12.78 3.65 3.09 0.974
SD 0.43 0.081 0.057 0.92 2.79 1.73 0.67 0.004
See Table 14 for key.
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Figure 9. Plots of best fit curves for the temporal response of respiratory rate following methacholine aerosol 
inhalation on three separate occasions in a single subject.
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the dose of histamine aerosol required to cause a standard airway response in 
clinically normal ponies (Derksen et al., 1985b; Robinson et al., 1985), and 4- 
fold variation in effective histamine dose reported in a population of 10  normal 
horses (Klein & Deegen, 1986). Average post-treatment time following 
histamine aerosol administration was 1 1 .1 0  min, which is markedly less than 
the 35.4 min taken for Cdyn to return  to within 10% of baseline, following 
histamine inhalation provocation testing in a diverse population of horses 
(Klein & Deegen, 1986). In the study by Klein & Deegen, (1986) the horses 
were from a population which included horses with severe lung disease, and 
histamine dichloride aerosols with concentrations of as much as 64 mg-mf1 
were administered. The horses used in the present study were free from signs 
of respiratory disease and histamine diphosphate aerosols with a concentration 
of 10 mg-mC1 were administered to all subjects. The methodological 
differences between the two studies are probably partially responsible for 
observed differences in the duration of effect of histamine aerosols.
The 3-fold variability in treatm ent times and total dose of methacholine 
administered to the horses are consistent with data reported for a population 
of normal ponies (Robinson et al., 1985). In the present study, the average 
post-treatment time following methacholine aerosol administration was 10.77 
min. This is in agreement with a report tha t the pulmonary effects of inhaled 
carbachol aerosols were no longer apparent 2 0  min following termination of 
aerosol administration (Mirbahar et al., 1985).
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The time course of the treatm ent and post-treatment phases of repeated 
administrations of both histamine and methacholine in the same individual 
had CVs in excess of 25% in some cases. Although repeatability of dynamics 
of airway responses to these drugs has not been reported previously in the 
horse, repeated measures of Cdyn following similar doses of histamine in horses 
have a CV of in excess of 25% (Klein & Deegen, 1986). Furthermore, 
respiratory mechanics vary considerably within the same individual (Stadler 
& Deegen, 1986), and thus the relatively poor repeatability of durations of the 
trea tm en t and post-trea tm ent phases to inhaled non-specific 
bronchoconstrictors in the same individual is not surprising.
Distributions of response variables used to describe pulmonary mechanics have 
not been reported in previous studies on the pulmonary responses to inhaled 
non-specific bronchoconstrictors in equids (Derksen et al., 1985b; Klein & 
Deegen, 1986; Mirbahar et al., 1985; Robinson et al., 1985). In the present 
study, data for the different response variables had distributions tha t were 
most adequately described as logarithmically normal. This is important, as it 
indicates tha t the raw data require logarithmic transformation prior to 
analysis using statistical tests based on an assumption of normally distributed 
data. The logarithmically normal distribution of the raw response variables 
also suggests tha t exponential functions are appropriate for modelling the 
temporal changes in pulmonary mechanics, following administration of non­
specific bronchoconstrictors in the horse.
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The extremely poor fit of regressions of the logarithms of all response 
variables, determined on a breath-by-breath basis against time are, a t least in 
part, attributable to variation in the breathing pattern from breath to breath. 
Animals were observed to sigh during the treatm ent and especially the post­
treatm ent phases of all experiments in which histamine and methacholine 
aerosols were administered. Tidal volume and APpl,max were decreased in the 
breaths immediately following a sigh. Similar findings have been reported 
previously in ponies (Derksen et al., 1982b). Variations in breathing pattern 
may also have been associated with regional changes in pulmonary function 
following inhalation of non-specific bronchoconstrictors (Sekizawa et al. , 1986).
The goodness of fit of linear regression models of means of the logarithmically 
transposed response variables against time interval were superior to those 
obtained on a breath-by-breath basis. In many previous studies on pulmonary 
mechanics in horses similar averaging techniques have been used to control 
variability between breaths (Derksen et al., 1982a; Derksen et al., 1985a; 
Mirbahar et al., 1985; Stadler & Deegen, 1986; Willoughby & McDonell, 1979). 
Results from the present studies indicate that temporal responses of variables 
used to describe pulmonary mechanics cannot be adequately modelled on a 
breath-by-breath basis following adm inistration of non-specific 
bronchoconstrictors.
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As models of temporal responses of respiratory rate during treatm ent and post­
treatm ent phases of histamine and methacholine treatm ents were adequate in 
the greatest number of horses (1 0  for histamine, and 6  for methacholine), 
changes in respiratory rate were the most consistent indicator of pulmonary 
responses to the drug aerosols. Increases in respiratory rate following 
intravenous administration of relatively small doses of histamine have been 
reported previously in horses (Obel & Schmiterlow, 1948). These findings 
suggest tha t horses may utilize change in respiratory rate as a compensatory 
mechanism to this non-specific bronchoconstrictor. In the present study, the 
subjects were not sedated, and thus administration of drug aerosols was 
terminated at a level tha t did not cause visible distress to the animals. In 
studies using ponies sedated with xylazine, an a 2-agonist, and entubated via 
a chronic tracheostoma, the respiratory rate did not increase following 
intravenous infusion of histamine solutions (Derksen et al., 1985a) or 
inhalation of graded doses of histamine aerosol (Derksen et al., 1985b). 
Differences in the results from these studies may be due to pharmacologically 
induced changes in central respiratory control mechanisms following 
administration of such sedatives, or differences in overall airway response to 
inhaled non-specific bronchoconstrictors when the drugs are administered via 
a tracheostoma.
The non-linear function tha t was fitted to respiratory rate data from each 
animal during each experiment using least-squares regression techniques,
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accounted for in excess of 95% of the total variance in all cases. The estimated 
parameters describing the individual curves were also significantly different 
from zero in the vast majority of cases. These findings indicate tha t the poly­
exponential function used described the observed changes in respiratory rate 
following histamine or methacholine aerosol administration adequately. The 
inter- and intra-individual coefficient of variation of the estimated parameters 
describing the best fit curve of the response of respiratory rate to 
administration of histamine and methacholine approached 50%.
In man, differences in baseline airway caliber have been shown to affect the 
pulmonary responses to inhaled provoking agents (Chung et al., 1982). The 
large intra-individual variation in the response of respiratory rate to inhaled 
provoking agents observed in these studies may be, a t least in part, due to 
differences in baseline airway caliber. This supposition is supported by the 
observation tha t the coefficient of variation of Twb (treatm ent phase) was 
approximately twice tha t of T ^  (post-treatment phase) in the subjects in which 
the aerosols were administered on three separate occasions. Highly consistent 
aerosol delivery from the nebulizer (0.55 ± 0.05 mf-min !) also lends support 
to this supposition. As delivery of inhaled aerosols is also dependent on 
pulmonary ventilation, the large variability in minute ventilation observed in 
these subjects may also have affected the observed responses. Although 
significant differences between Ve of replicates within the same subject were 
observed in two of the three subjects tha t received bronchoconstrictors on three
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occasions, data were insufficient to lead to meaningful conclusions as to the 
role of differences in VE on airway responses to the inhaled aerosols.
SUMMARY
The extremely large between-breath variation in all variables used to evaluate 
pulmonary mechanics in the horse, limits the usefulness of these variables for 
modeling the pulmonary responses to inhaled non-specific stimulants on a 
breath-by-breath basis. Following the implementation of averaging techniques 
to control the variation of these response variables, respiratory rate appears 
to be affected most predictably by inhalation of non-specific 
bronchoconstrictors. In the 18 subjects studied, the response of respiratory 
rate to inhaled histamine and methacholine aerosols was well described by a 
complex function consisting of exponential treatm ent and post-treatment 
phases in 10 and 6  of the subjects, respectively. The large intra-individual 
variation in the response to these non-specific stimulants in some subjects, 
suggest tha t differences in responses on a particular day may be due to 
changes in baseline airway caliber or minute ventilation.
CHAPTER 5
CHARACTERIZATION OF NORMAL TIDAL BREATHING 
FLOW-VOLUME LOOPS IN THE HORSE
INTRODUCTION
Tidal breathing flow-volume loops obtained from human infants (Abramson et 
al., 1982) and dogs (Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986a; Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986b; 
Amis et al., 1986) have been characterized using an assortment of quantitative 
variables. As many of these variables are correlated, the overall variance- 
covariance structure of the original data sets may be well explained by a 
smaller number of derived variables. The derived variables can be calculated 
using a variety of multivariate statistical methods, including principle 
component analysis and factor analysis (Johnson & Wichern, 1988).
Using data obtained from humans, principle component analysis has been used 
to reduce the forced expiratory spirogram to 2 derived variables (Pimmel et al., 
1979; Tsai et al., 1979). Canonical variate analysis has also been used to 
reduce 10  forced expiratory flow-volume loop indices to 6  more informative 
variables (MacDonald & Cole, 1980). As yet, application of similar techniques 
to tidal breathing flow-volume loops have not been reported.
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The purpose of the present study was to characterize the normal equine tidal 
breathing flow-volume loop (TBFVL). This was accomplished by measuring 
respiratory flow, from which volume was calculated, and by constructing 
TBFVLs in 18 healthy Thoroughbred horses on four different days. The 
TBFVLs were then analyzed using indices described for use in dogs (Amis & 
Kurpershoek, 1986a). The 21 indices describing the TBFVLs were 
subsequently analyzed using maximum-likelihood factor analysis techniques 
to construct 3 derived factors, which explained in excess of 90% of the variance 
of the original data set.
M A TER IA LS AND M E T H O D S
Animals
Eighteen healthy Thoroughbred horses, 9 of each sex, between 4 and 9 years 
of age (mean = 7.1 yrs), weighing 453 ± 37.3 kg (mean ± SD), were used in this 
study. All animals were housed in 3.5 x 3.5 m stalls, fed a pelleted ration22 
and received water ad libitum. To reduce psychophysiological influences 
associated with the experimental protocol, animals were exposed to the 
laboratory environment on at least three occasions prior to data collection. 
Laboratory exposure included all parts of the experimental protocol and the 
laboratory personnel. To limit the effects of diurnal variations in pulmonary
22 Purina Horse Chow 200, Purina Mills Inc., St Louis, MO.
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function (Stadler & Deegen, 1986), investigations of pulmonary mechanics in 
a specific subject were always made a t approximately the same time of day.
Pulmonary function measurements
The horses were restrained in stocks and a plastic facemask with a rubberized 
shroud was placed over the horse’s muzzle and held in place using a halter. 
An ultrasonic pneumotachometer23 (USPTM) was attached to the outlet of the 
facemask. The USPTM was calibrated prior to and following experiments on 
each day using methods previously described (see Chapter 3), and the flow zero 
balance was recorded prior to and following data collection from each animal. 
A low resistance flow-directed valve apparatus was attached to the outlet of 
the USPTM.
At least 24 hr prior to the first day of data collection, catheters were 
introduced into the intrapleural space using aseptic technique. Intrapleural 
pressure was measured using a differential pressure transducer24 connected 
to the intrapleural catheter (see Chapter 4). Airway opening pressure (Pao) 
was measured by connecting the one port of a second differential pressure 
transducer20 to a side port on the facemask. Transpulmonary pressure (Ptp)
23 Model UF-202, Novex Instruments Inc., Redmond, WA.
24 Model 143PC03D, Micro Switch, Freeport, IL.
25 Model 163PC01D36, Micro Switch, Freeport, IL.
was defined as the pressure difference between Pao and Ppl. Frequency 
response characteristics of pressure transducer systems and the USPTM were 
matched over a band-width of 0-10 Hz, using previously described techniques 
(Butler et al., 1986; Jackson & Vinegar, 1979).
Analog signals from flow and density channels of the USPTM, Ppl transducer 
and Pao transducer were connected to an analog-to-digital converter26 in a 
personal computer27. The computer ran custom programs (see Chapter 3) 
written using commercially available software28, under the MS-DOS operating 
system29. Analog signals were converted to digital signals a t a rate of 50 Hz 
with the conversions occurring in a background mode, thus allowing foreground 
processing, display of incoming data and storage of digital data to disk. Peak 
expiratory flow (PEF) and APpl,max were calculated for each breath. The mean 
value of PEF and APpl,max were calculated every 10.24 s and these values and 
incoming flow and Ppl data were displayed on the computer’s monitor.
Once the subject had been fully instrumented and the baseline flow reading on 
the USPTM had been checked, the data collection program on the computer 
was started. After starting the program, data for flow-volume loop analysis
26 Dash 16F, Metrabyte Corporation, Taunton, MA.
27 Model Z159, Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph, MI.
28 Asyst 3.1, Asyst Software Technologies Inc., Rochester, NY.
29 MS-DOS 3.2, Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph, MI.
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were collected for 5 min. Data from each horse were collected on four separate 
occasions, each separated by at least 24 hours.
Data analysis
Data collected during the experimental period were used to construct TBFVLs 
on a breath-by-breath basis. The following indices were then calculated from 
the TBFVLs: 1) respiratory rate (f), 2) inspiratory time (Tl), 3) expiratory time 
(Te), 4) ratio of inspiratory to expiratory times (TitTe), 5) inspiratory volume 
(Vi), 6 ) expiratory volume (Ve), 7) peak inspiratory flow (PIF), 8 ) inid- 
inspiratory flow (IF50), 9) inspiratory flow following inspiration of 25*7- of Vi 
(IF25), 10) peak expiratory flow (PEF), 11) mid-expiratorv flow (EFf)0), 12) 
expiratory flow with 25 9c of Ve remaining to be expired (EF2fl), 13) PEF/PIF, 
14) EF50/IF50, 15) EF25/IF25, 16) PEF/EF50, 17) PEF/EF25, 18) EF50/EF25, 19) 
PIF/IF50, 20) PIF/IF25, and 2 1 ) IF50/IF25 (Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986a). The 
output from this analysis was written to disk (see Chapter 3).
Output data files were translated to an ASCII format for import into a 
statistical package30. Calculations of means, standard deviations (SD), 
coefficients of variation (CV) and 999r confidence intervals were performed 
using standard statistical techniques (Steel & Torrie, 1980). Significance was 
established at P < 0.05.
30 SAS®, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC.
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Initially, a maximum-likelihood factor analysis (Johnson & Wichern, 1988) 
with 8  factors was applied to a pooled data set from all animals on all 4 
occasions, using the SAS® Proc Factor procedure (SAS Institute Inc, 1988). 
The adequacy of the number of factors chosen for the analysis was evaluated 
using a scree plot of the eigenvalues (Cattell & Vogelman, 1977). The 
sampling adequacy of the 2 1  response variables used in the initial analysis was 
evaluated using the measure of sampling adequacy (MSA) (Cerny & Kaiser, 
1977). Response variables with a MSA of less than 0.50 (Cerny & Kaiser, 
1977) or with uniqueness of zero (Johnson & Wichern, 1988) were excluded 
from further analyses. The remaining response variables were then re­
analyzed using maximum-likelihood factor analysis with the appropriate 
number of factors (Johnson & Wichern, 1988). The factors calculated in this 
analysis were then rotated using the varimax rotation technique (Kaiser, 
1958). Finally, standardized factor scoring coefficients were calculated (SAS 
Institute Inc, 1988).
RESULTS
Table 19 summarizes the means, SD and 99% confidence intervals of the 21 
indices used to evaluate the shape of TBFVLs in the 18 subjects. Mean values 
of respiratory gas flow and volume were used to reconstruct an average flow- 
volume loop for the horses under normal conditions (see Figure 10). The 
average flow-volume loop possessed most of the features of typical TBFVLs of
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T able 19. Measured and calculated indices describing tidal breathing flow- 
volume loops in 18 healthy Thoroughbred horses.
Variable Mean SD 99% Cl
f  (m in1) 15.254 4.818 2.84-27.67
Tl (s) 2.067 0.643 0.41- 3.72
Te ( s ) 2.316 0.713 0.48- 4.15
Ti/Te 0.929 0.152 0.54- 1.32
VI (C) 8.195 1.554 4.19-12.20
Ve «?) 8.620 1.782 4.03-13.21
PIF (C-s-1) 7.088 1.546 3.11-11.07
IF50 (f-s1) 4.741 1.266 1.48- 8.00
IF25 (fi’S 1) 4.886 1.505 1.01- 8.76
PEF (C-s1) 7.659 1.755 3.14-12.18
EF50 ( C - s 1) 4.543 1.440 0.83- 8.25
to cn go 4.013 0.945 1.58- 6.44
PEF/PIF 1.115 0.236 0.51- 1.72
FF50/IF50 1.013 0.283 0.28- 1.74
FF 25/IF25 0.915 0.270 0 .2 2 - 1.61
p e f / e f 50 1.863 0.400 0.83- 2.89
p e f / e f 25 2.064 0.526 0.71- 3.42
e f 5(/ e f 25 1.193 0.337 0.32- 2.06
p i f / i f 50 1.579 0.275 0.87- 2.29
p i f / i f 25 1.567 0.284 0.84- 2.30
i f 50/ i f 25 1.046 0 .2 1 2 0.50- 1.59
SD = standard deviation, 99% Cl = 99% confidence interval, 
f  = respiratory rate, Tl = inspiratory time, Te = expiratory time, Vi =
inspiratory volume, VE = expiratory volume, PIF = peak inspiratory flow, IF50 
= midtidal inspiratory flow, IF25 = inspiratory flow at 25% of inspiratory 
volume, PEF = peak expiratory flow, EF50 = midtidal expiratory flow, EF2r, =
expiratory flow at expiratory volume plus 25% Ve .
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Figure 10. Flow-volume loop constructed from means of the indices from 18 
healthy Thoroughbred horses on 4 separate occasions.
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resting horses. The salient features of typical tidal breathing flow-volume 
loops were: 1 ) inspiratory and expiratory loops both had a distinct biphasic 
shape, 2) PEF occurred within the first 10% of the Ve, 2 ) EF50 was 
approximately 60% of PEF, 3) EF25 was approximately 50% of PEF, but in 
some cases it was greater than EF50, 4) expiratory flows decreased to zero 
during the last 5% of expiration, 5) inspiratory flow increased gradually from 
end expiration to 25% of Vi (IF25), 6 ) inspiratory flow then decreased during 
mid-inspiration with IF50 being approximately 70% of PIF, 7) inspiratory flow 
then increased with PIF occurring in the last 20-30% of inspiration, and 8 ) 
inspiratory flow then decreased precipitously to zero during the last 5-10% of 
inspiration.
In the initial factor analysis using all response variables and 8  factors, 
measures of sampling adequacy for Ti/Te, PEF/PIF, EF50/IF50, EF25/IF25, 
PEF/EF50, PEF/EF25, EF50/EF25, PIF/IF50, PIF/IF25 and IF50/IF25 were less than 
0.50 and Vi had a uniqueness of zero. These variables were thus excluded 
from further analyses. The correlations between the remaining 10 variables 
are presented in the form of a correlation matrix in Table 20.
Figure 11 shows the scree plot of eigenvalues of the variance-covariance matrix 
used for the factor analysis based on 3 common factors. Factor loadings on 
each of the initial response variables both prior to and following factor rotation 
are presented in Table 2 1 . The final communalities, which were estimates of
Table 20. Correlation matrix of flow-volume loop indices used in factor analysis.
f  Tl Te Ve PIF IF50 i f 25 PEF EF50 EF 25
f 1.000 -0.883 -0.901 -0.703 0.673 0.798 0.736 0.629 0.712 0.558
Tl 1 .0 0 0 0.903 0.731 -0.628 -0.788 -0.700 -0.521 -0.579 -0.462
Te 1 .0 0 0 0.744 -0.617 -0.761 -0.687 -0.618 -0.725 -0.530
Ve 1 .0 0 0 -0.388 -0.543 -0.503 -0.186 -0.259 0.006
PIF 1 .0 0 0 0.814 0.835 0.593 0.571 0.505
IF50 1 .0 0 0 0.793 0.583 0.603 0.472
a1—1 1 .0 0 0 0.467 0.518 0.539
PEF 1 .0 0 0 0.846 0.562
EF^ 1 .0 0 0 0.693
EF,, 1 .0 0 0
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F ig u re  1 1 . Scree plot of the eigenvalues of the variance-covariance of the 
response variables used in the factor analysis using 3 factors.
Table 21. Factor loadings on each of initial variables prior to and following varimax rotation of the factors.
Initial Variables
Unrotated Factors Rotated Factors
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
fO n in1) 0.935 -0 .1 2 1 -0.044 -0.706 0.482 0.401
Tl (s) -0.891 0.285 0.055 0.785 -0.332 -0.389
TE(s) -0.947 0.149 0.181 0.788 -0.498 -0.289
Ve (g) -0.649 0.606 0.185 0.885 0.031 -0.196
PIF (G-s1) 0.762 0.040 0.548 -0.246 0.368 0.829
IF50 (fl 'S '1) 0.850 -0.099 0.301 -0.493 0.370 0.665
IF25 (G -s 1) 0.783 -0.127 0.434 -0.413 0.280 0.755
PEF (G-s'1) 0.730 0.478 -0.007 -0.176 0.808 0.278
EF50 (G -s1) 0.818 0.505 -0.135 -0.269 0.910 0 .2 0 2
EF* (G-s1) 0.618 0.414 0.090 -0.103 0.670 0.319
See Table 19 for key.
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the proportion of the variance in the original response variable explained by 
the factors, were in excess of 0.80 for all except PEF and EF25. The 
communalities of these two variables were 0.76 and 0.56, respectively. The 
three factors derived from these data explained in excess of 90% of the 
variance of the initial response variables. Individual factors explained this 
total as follows; 1) factor 1, 81%, 2) factor 2, 12%, and 3) factor 3, 7%. 
Standardized scoring coefficients for each of the three factors are presented in 
Table 22.
DISCUSSION
The biphasic nature of the resting equine spirogram has been recognized for 
many years (Amoroso et al., 1963; Gillespie et al., 1966). The distinct biphasic 
nature of inspiratory and expiratory parts of TBFVLs recorded from all horses 
in the present study support similar findings in previous reports (Amoroso et 
al., 1963; Art & Lekeux, 1988a; Gillespie et al., 1966; Koterba et al., 1988). 
Although some of the indices of flow-volume loop shape used in the present 
study have been reported for resting and exercising ponies (Art & Lekeux, 
1988a), as yet, similar data from resting horses have not been reported. The 
inter-individual coefficients of variation of indices used to evaluate TBFVLs in 
the present study ranged from 16% for the ratio Ti/Te to 32% for EFr,0. The 
variability in these data was similar to that of other measures of pulmonary 
mechanics in this population of horses (see Chapter 4) and to tha t of similar
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Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
f (m in!) -0.184 0 .0 1 2 0.016
Tl (s) 0.249 0.090 -0.014
Te ( s ) 0.649 -0.086 0.355
Ve «D 0.318 0.186 0.084
i—i GO 0.258 -0.077 0.692
IF50 (C-s-1) 0.026 -0.056 0.275
IF25 (f-s1) 0.067 -0.095 0.369
PEF (C-s1) 0.091 0.180 -0.003
EF50 (C - s 1) 0.244 0.860 -0.308
EFjjb ( C - s 1) 0.058 0.077 0.029
See Table 19 for key.
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TBFVL indices determined in resting ponies (Art & Lekeux, 1988a). The 99% 
confidence intervals for the means of all the response variables were wide. 
These data suggest tha t resting TBFVL indices are too variable to detect sub- 
clinical airway disease in individual horses, but tha t they may be useful in 
serial studies in groups of horses. Indices of TBFVLs obtained during exercise 
may provide a means of accentuating the differences between normal and 
abnormal individuals, and thus may be more useful for detection of sub-clinical 
airway disease.
The large number of variables used to evaluate TBFVLs, both in dogs (Amis 
& Kurpershoek, 1986a) and in the present study, and the high correlations 
tha t existed between many TBFVL indices (see Table 20) supported the 
contention tha t most of the indices contained redundant information. The 
considerable variation of correlations between different variables also 
suggested tha t more than one factor would be necessary to adequately describe 
the variance-covariance structure of the data (Johnson & Wichern, 1988). It 
has been shown tha t at least two factors are needed to adequately describe the 
forced expiratory spirogram in man (Pimmel et al., 1979; Tsai et al., 1979), and 
thus it is probable tha t multiple factors are required to characterize 
spirograms of resting horses.
Factor analyses based on the principle components of the variance-covariance 
structure of various spirometric data have been described in man (Pimmel et
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al., 1979; Tsai et al., 1979). With the recent introduction of high speed digital 
computers, the more computationally intensive maximum-likelihood method 
for calculating common factors has become the preferred method of performing 
factor analysis (SAS Institute Inc, 1988). The MSA is a summary statistic for 
describing how much smaller partial correlations following the factor analysis 
are, than the original correlations (Cerny & Kaiser, 1977). The initial 
maximum-likelihood factor analysis of all response variables using 8  factors 
resulted in an overall MSA of 0.74, which is considered adequate (SAS 
Institute Inc, 1988), while MSAs of 10 of the response variables were less than 
0.50. Exclusion of these 10 variables from further analyses was justified by 
these findings (SAS Institute Inc, 1988).
The uniqueness of a response variable is a measure of the proportion of the 
overall variance-covariance structure uniquely described by the variable 
(Johnson & Wichern, 1988). The initial analysis demonstrated tha t Vi had a 
uniqueness of zero, and thus the variance due to this response variable was 
completely described by a linear combination of other response variables. This 
finding justified the exclusion of this response variable from further analyses.
The scree plot of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the 10 response 
variables used in the subsequent maximum-likelihood factor analysis, showed 
that only the first 3 eigenvalues were greater than 1. The plot also 
demonstrated that the slope of the line joining the plotted points changed
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dramatically following the third eigenvalue. These observations confirmed tha t 
a factor analysis based on 3 factors was appropriate (Cattell & Vogelman, 
1977).
Prior to factor rotation, factor 1 loaded moderately on all response variables, 
and was thus probably indicative of overall flow-volume loop shape. Unrotated 
factors 2 and 3 had relatively low loadings on all response variables, making 
interpretation of these factors difficult. Factors calculated in factor analysis 
can be rotated on the coordinate axes, by applying an appropriate orthogonal 
transformation to the initial factors (Johnson & Wichern, 1988). This rotation 
about the coordinate axes is called factor rotation. Factor rotation is especially 
useful when the initial factor loadings are not readily interpretable, as rotation 
will often result in a simpler structure which is more readily interpretable 
(Johnson & Wichern, 1988). In these studies the varimax rotation technique, 
which effectively maximizes the squares of the loadings on each factor, was 
utilized (Kaiser, 1958). Following factor rotation, factor 1 loaded highly on f, 
Tl, Te and Ve and relatively poorly on the remaining response variables. This 
factor described time and volume relationships in the flow-volume loop and 
was thus called the ‘time-volume factor’. Factor 2 loaded highly on PEF, EF50 
and EF25 and was thus called the ‘expiratory factor’ of the TBFVL. The final 
factor loaded highly on PIF, IF50 and IF25, and thus, it was termed the 
‘inspiratory factor’. In this particular case, application of the varimax rotation
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resulted in factors with a simpler structure, which were easily interpretable 
in terms of the original response variables.
The observation tha t in excess of 90% of the total variance of the initial 
response variables was explained by the three factors, suggests tha t these data 
were well represented by the factors obtained in this analysis. Furthermore, 
as the ’time-volume’ factor described 81% of the total variance explained by the 
three factors, most of the information contained in TBFVLs could be 
summarized in terms of respiratory rate, inspiratory and expiratory times, and 
expired volume. Details of the expiratory (12% of variance) and inspiratory 
(7% of variance) portions of TBFVLs were then described by the remaining two 
factors.
The standardized factor scoring coefficients are weights for each of the original 
response variables, tha t when applied to all observations in the original data 
set, result in a factor score with mean of zero and unit variance (SAS Institute 
Inc, 1988). These scoring coefficients are especially valuable as they can be 
applied to other data sets, containing the same response variables, to obtain 
standard factor scores for these data sets. This scoring procedure summarizes 
the data set in terms of the factors and excludes redundant information from 
the analysis. Furthermore, as the factors obtained from the factor analysis are 
mutually orthogonal (uncorrelated), the factor scores can be statistically 
analyzed using univariate techniques tha t are based on the assumption tha t
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variables are independent (Johnson & Wichern, 1988). The factor scoring 
coefficients obtained in the present study provide a basis for the summary of 
TBFVL data obtained using similar techniques in other investigations in 
horses.
Although this study involved relatively few subjects, it suggested tha t factor 
analysis techniques for defining derived response variables provides an 
effective means of decreasing the number of TBFVL variables. As the factors 
and standardized factor scoring coefficients obtained in these studies are only 
valid if similar experimental techniques are used, data from normal subjects 
would have to be obtained and analyzed using similar techniques to investigate 
other pulmonary function tests or methodologies. Furthermore, as the derived 
variables have less intuitive meaning than the standard variables, they may 
not be useful for general clinical use.
SUMMARY
The TBFVLs constructed from data collected from resting horses had a typical 
biphasic inspiratory and expiratory phase. The biphasic nature of the 
spirogram was obvious from the indices of TBFVL shape of many of the 
subjects, in that EF50 and IF50 were often less than EF2fl and IF25, respectively. 
Inter-individual variability of indices used to describe TBFVLs was in the 
range of 16 to 32%, which is comparable with variability of other measures of
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pulmonary mechanics. The large variability of these data probably limits the 
value of resting TBFVL indices for detection of sub-clinical respiratory 
conditions in individual animals. Factor analysis of these data revealed that 
in excess of 90% of the variance of the initial response variables could be 
explained in terms of three common factors. Varimax rotation of the factors 
provided three factors tha t were readily identifiable as, 1 ) a factor describing 
the time-volume relationships of TBFVLs and responsible for 81% of the total 
variance, 2) a factor explaining the expmatorv portion of the TBFVL and 
explaining 12% of the variance, and 3) a factor describing the inspiratory 
portion of the loops and responsible for the remaining 7% of the variance. The 
analysis also provided standardized factor scoring coefficients for use in 
subsequent studies using similar experimental techniques.
CHAPTER 6
THE EFFECTS OF THREE MODELS OF AIRWAY DISEASE ON TIDAL 
BREATHING FLOW-VOLUME LOOPS IN THE HORSE
INTRODUCTION
Obstructive diseases occur in both the upper respiratory tract (URT) and lower 
respiratory tract (LRT) of the horse. Laryngeal hemiplegia and bronchiolitis 
are examples of URT and LRT obstructive diseases, respectively, and both 
conditions occur frequently in the horse. The role of such respiratory diseases 
in limiting equine athletic performance has been recognized for some time 
(Gillespie, 1974).
An estimated 5% of all Thoroughbreds and 40% of larger draught horses are 
affected with laryngeal hemiplegia and show classical signs upon endoscopic 
examination of the URT (Duncan, 1987). Additionally, in the United Kingdom, 
an estimated 90% of horses over 15 hands high are thought to be affected with 
a sub-clinical form of this condition (Duncan, 1987). While it is generally 
accepted tha t pulmonary function is greatly impaired in horses with clinical 
laryngeal hemiplegia, no data are available to document the influence of 
sub-clinical laryngeal hemiplegia on pulmonary function.
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Bronchiolitis appears to be very prevalent in horses and the consequences are 
quite severe, especially in exercising horses (Mason et al., 1983). Small airway 
disease, such as bronchiolitis, has recently been proposed as a possible 
predisposing factor to exercise induced pulmonary hemorrhage (EIPH) 
(Robinson & Derksen, 1981), which occurs to some degree in 42-75'r  of racing 
Thoroughbreds (Raphel & Soma, 1982; Pascoe & Wheat, 1981). Traditionally, 
equine pulmonary mechanics have been evaluated using response variables 
based on the linear equation of motion for the respiratory system. Such tests 
do not appear to be adequate to detect mild to moderate small airway disease 
in horses (Derksen et al., 1982a).
In man, respiratory flow-volume loop (FVL) analysis has received widespread 
use as a means of evaluating pulmonary mechanical function. Advantages of 
FVL analysis include; 1) its non-invasive nature, 2) no assumptions are made 
as to the mechanical nature of the respiratory system, and 3) it can detect and 
differentiate between sub-clinical UR|F and LRT disease. Tidal breathing 
flow-volume loops (TBFVL) have been used to assess laryngotracheal disease 
in human infants (Abramson et al., 1982) and in dogs (Amis & Kurpershoek, 
1986a; Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986b; Amis et al., 1986), and chronic obstructive 
lung disease in human patients (Takishima et al., 1967).
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the effects of three reversible 
models of airway disease on tidal breathing flow-volume loops (TBFVLs). This
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was accomplished by measuring respiratory flow, from which volume was 
calculated airway opening pressure and intrapleural pressures on-line during, 
1) a five minute adaptation period, 2) the treatm ent period, and 3) following 
the termination of the treatm ent period. During the treatment period the 
subjects received one of the following treatm ents, 1) saline aerosol (control), 2) 
histamine aerosol (model of LRT obstructive disease), 3) methacholine aerosol 
(LRT obstructive disease model), or 4) saline aerosol while inspiring via a fixed 
resistance (URT obstructive disease model). Reproducibility of pulmonary 
responses to these models was also investigated by repeated investigations in 
some subjects. Data obtained from these studies were reduced and analyzed 
using standardized factor scoring coefficients obtained from a previous study 
using the same subjects (see Chapter 5).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Eighteen healthy Thoroughbred horses, 9 of each sex, between 4 and 9 years 
of age (mean = 7.1 yrs), weighing 453 ± 37.3 kg (mean ± SD), were used for 
this study. All animals were housed in 3.5 x 3.5 m stalls, fed a pelleted 
ration31 and received water ad libitum. To reduce psychophysiological 
influences associated with the experimental protocol, animals were exposed to
31 Purina Horse Chow 200, Purina Mills Inc., St Louis, MO.
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the laboratory environment on a t least three occasions prior to data collection. 
Laboratory exposure included all parts of the experimental protocol and the 
laboratory personnel. To limit the effects of diurnal variations in pulmonary 
mechanics (Stadler & Deegen, 1986), investigations with the same individual 
always occurred at approximately the same time of day.
Pulmonary function measurements
Horses were restrained in stocks and a plastic facemask with a rubberized 
shroud was placed over the horse’s muzzle and held in place using a halter. 
An ultrasonic pneumotachometer32 (USPTM) was attached to the outlet of the 
facemask. The USPTM was calibrated prior to and following experiments on 
each day using methods previously described (see Chapter 3), and the flow zero 
balance was recorded prior to and following data collection from each animal. 
A low resistance flow-directed valve apparatus was attached to the outlet of 
the USPTM.
At least 24 hr prior to the first day of data collection, catheters were 
introduced into the intrapleural space using aseptic technique. Intrapleural 
pressure was measured using a differential pressure transducer33 connected 
to the intrapleural catheter (see Chapter 4). Airway opening pressure (Pao)
32 Model UF-202, Novex Instrum ents Inc., Redmond, WA.
33 Model 143PC03D, Micro Switch, Freeport, IL.
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was measured by connecting the one port of a second differential pressure 
transducer34 to a side port on the facemask and transpulmonary pressure 
(Ptp) was defined as the pressure difference between Pao and Ppl. Frequency 
response characteristics of pressure transducer systems and the U SPTM  were 
matched over a band-width of 0-10 Hz, using previously described techniques 
(Butler et al., 1986; Jackson & Vinegar, 1979).
Analog signals from flow and density channels of the USPTM, Ppl transducer 
and Pao transducer were connected to an analog-to-digital converter35 in a 
personal computer36. The computer ran custom programs (see Chapter 3) 
written using commercially available software37, under the MS-DOS operating 
system38. Analog signals were converted to digital signals a t a rate of 50 Hz 
with the conversions occurring in a background mode, thus allowing foreground 
processing, display of incoming data and storage of digital data to disk. Peak 
expiratory flow (PEF) and APpl.max were calculated for each breath. The mean 
values of PEF and APpl.max were calculated every 10.24 s and these values and 
incoming flow and Ppl data were displayed on the computer’s monitor.
34 Model 163PC01D36, Micro Switch, Freeport, IL.
35 Dash 16F, Metrabyte Corporation, Taunton, MA.
36 Model Z159, Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph, MI.
37 Asyst 3.1, Asyst Software Technologies Inc., Rochester, NY.
38 MS-DOS 3.2, Zenith Data Systems Corp., St. Joseph, MI.
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Each animal received all four treatm ents. The treatm ent solutions 
administered were; 1) 0.9% saline (control), 2) 10 mg-mC1 histamine 
diphosphate39 in saline, 3) 2 mg-mf1 methacholine bromide40 in saline, and 
4) saline while inspiring via a fixed inspiratory resistance. The order in which 
treatm ents were administered to each animal was randomized using the Proc 
Plan procedure in SAS® (SAS Institute Inc, 1988). Furthermore, each 
treatm ent was administered on three separate occasions to 4 animals. The 
treatm ent order within each replicate was randomized. Prior to 
commencement of each experiment, 20 mC of the treatm ent solution to be used 
was placed in the delivery chamber of an ultrasonic nebulizer41, which had 
an average output of 0.55 ± 0.05 mfi-min'1.
Once the subject had been fully instrumented, and baseline flow on the 
USPTM had been checked, the data collection program on the computer was 
started. Data were collected for 5 min to establish stable baseline conditions. 
The APpl.max value displayed on the computer’s monitor at the end of this 
period was noted. During the 30 s period following this, the delivery pipe of 
the ultrasonic nebulizer was attached to a port on the facemask, and a flexible 
plastic hose connected to an exhaust fan, with an outlet outside of the 
laboratory, was connected to the expiratory side of the flow-directed valves
39 H-7375, Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO.
40 A-2126, Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO.
41 Model 65, The DeVilbiss Company, Somerset, PA.
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attached to the USPTM. This arrangem ent allowed the delivery of aerosols to 
the subjects without personnel being unduly exposed to exhaled aerosols. On 
occasions during which subjects received the fixed resistance treatm ent, a 15 
cm length of polyvinyl chloride (PCV) pipe with an internal diameter of 19 mm 
was attached to the inspiratory side of the flow-directed valves using a PVC 
adapter bushing. In the case of saline control and resistance treatments, 
aerosol was delivered for 3 min.
Administration of histamine and methacholine aerosols continued until 
APpl.max doubled, or for a maximum of 10 min to the animals for which 
APpl.max did not double. Immediately after the termination of aerosol delivery, 
the delivery tube from the nebulizer was disconnected from the facemask, a 
rubber stopper placed in the port on the facemask, and the exhaust hose 
disconnected from the flow directed valves. In the case of the histamine and 
methacholine treatments, the post-treatment phase of the airway response to 
the inhaled aerosols was recorded until APpl.max returned to within 20% of the 
baseline reading, or for a minimum of 10 min. Following control and 
resistance treatm ents, data were recorded for a minimum of 10 min following 
the termination of aerosol delivery.
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Data analysis
Data collected during the experimental period were used to construct TBFVLs 
on a breath-by-breath basis. The following indices were then calculated; 1) 
respiratory rate (f), 2) inspiratory time (Tl), 3) expiratory time (Te ), 4) ratio of 
inspiratory to expiratory times (Ti/Te ), 5) inspiratory volume (Vi), 6) expiratory 
volume (Ve ), 7) peak inspiratory flow (PIF), 8) mid-inspiratory flow (IF50), 9) 
inspiratory flow following inspiration of 25% of Vi (IF25), 10) peak expiratory 
flow (PEF), 11) mid-expiratory flow (EF50), 12) expiratory flow with 25 % of Ve 
remaining to be expired (EF25), 13) PEF/PIF, 14) EF50/IF50, 15) EF25/IF25, 16) 
PEF/EF50, 17) PEF/EF25, 18) EFS0/EF25, 19) PIF/IF50, 20) PIF/IF25, and 21) 
IF50/IF25 (Amis & Kurpershoek, 1986a). The output from this analysis was 
written to disk (see Chapter 3).
Output data files were translated to an ASCII format for import into a 
statistical package42. Calculations of means, standard deviations (SD), 
coefficient of variation (CV), analysis of variance and Duncan’s multiple range 
test were performed using standard statistical techniques (Steel & Torrie, 
1980). Significance was established a t P < 0.05.
During a previous study (see Chapter 5), standardized factor scoring 
coefficients were calculated for summarizing TBFVLs constructed from data
42 SAS®, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC.
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collected using similar techniques. The scoring coefficients were obtained 
using a varimax rotated maximum-likelihood factor analysis with 3 factors. 
During another study (see Chapter 4), the half-times of respiratory rate 
responses following termination of histamine and methacholine aerosol 
administration were 4.59 and 5.60 min, respectively. Based on these findings, 
the standardized factor scoring coefficients were applied to data from the first 
3 min of the post-treatment phase of the response to all treatm ents to obtain 
standardized factor scores on each of the 3 factors during the period for which 
the airway responses to the inhaled drugs were maximal. Factor score data 
from the first replicate for all subjects were pooled, and treatm ent effects were 
investigated using a one-way analysis of variance. Differences between the 
means of the factor scores for each treatm ent were investigated using Duncan’s 
multiple range test. For the subjects to which all treatm ents were 
administered on three separate occasions, treatm ent and replicate effects on 
the three calculated factor scores were investigated using two-way analysis of 
variance. Duncan’s multiple range test was used to investigate differences 
between means of the factor scores in each replicate.
RESULTS
Table 23 shows means and SD of each of the TBFVL indices during the first 
3 min of the post-treatment period for each of the treatm ents administered to 
the 18 subjects studied. The CV of these data ranged from 12% for PIF/IFr>0
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Table 23. Means and SD of TBFVL indices during the first 3 min of the post­
treatm ent period for each of the four treatm ents administered to all subjects 
(n=18).
Treatm ent
Control H istam ine M ethacholine R esistance
f  ( m i n 1) 15.83 ± 4.54 27.60 ± 12.51 29.01 ± 11.10 17.44 ± 6.12
Tl (s) 1.99 ± 0.65 1.37 ± 0.80 1.21 ± 0.48 1.86 ± 0.54
TE ( s ) 2.23 ± 0.77 1.41 ± 0.78 1.25 ± 0.55 2.03 ± 0.67
Ti/Te 0.94 ± 0.15 1.00 ± 0.10 1.02 ± 0.14 0.97 ± 0.17
VI («) 8.00 ± 1.28 6.19 ± 1.75 6.43 ± 1.77 7.24 ± 2.03
Ve ({) 8.00 ± 1.83 6.96 ± 2.18 6.58 ± 1.65 7.84 ± 1.52
PIF (C-s1) 7.12 ± 1.41 8.73 ± 2.32 9.07 ± 2.43 6.67 ± 1.37
IF50 i t s 1) 4.91 ± 1.23 6.41 ± 2.16 6.94 ± 2.24 4.67 ± 1.19
IF25 (C-s1) 4.91 ± 1.29 5.85 ± 2.09 6.36 ± 1.84 4.34 ± 1.19
PEF (fi-s1) 7.26 ± 1.77 9.71 ± 2.24 10.10 ± 3.18 7.99 ± 2.19
EF50 (fi-s-1) 4.61 ± 1.58 6.62 ± 1.96 7.25 ± 2.95 5.08 ± 1.86
EF25 ( C - s 1) 4.04 ± 1.08 5.93 ± 2.12 6.31 ± 2.56 4.37 ± 1.22
PEF/PIF 1.04 ± 0.19 1.19 ± 0.31 1.14 ± 0.23 1.21 ± 0.24
EF50/IF50 0.99 ± 0.27 1.15 ± 0.31 1.10 ± 0.29 1.16 ± 0.40
E F a/IF * 0.90 ± 0.28 1.12 ± 0.30 1.03 ± 0.25 1.11 ± 0.35
PEF/EFgo 1.75 ± 0.33 1.56 ± 0.19 1.51 ± 0.25 1.78 ± 0.46
PEF/EF25 1.96 ± 0.56 1.80 ± 0.36 1.76 ± 0.46 1.98 ± 0.46
e f 50/e f 25 1.19 ± 0.30 1.19 ± 0.20 1.21 ± 0.23 1.21 ± 0.28
p i f /i f 50 1.54 ± 0.20 1.47 ± 0.23 1.38 ± 0.16 1.52 ± 0.23
P I F / I F jjs 1.55 ± 0.26 1.63 ± 0.36 1.50 ± 0.18 1.66 ± 0.31
i f 5(/ i f 25 1.06 ± 0.18 1.18 ± 0.22 1.13 ± 0.14 1.15 ± 0.22
SD = standard deviation,
f  = respiratory rate, Tl = inspiratory tim e, TE = expiratory tim e, Vi = inspiratory volum e, VE 
= expiratory volum e, PIF = peak inspiratory flow, IFE0 = m idtidal inspiratory flow, IF2R = 
inspiratory flow at 25% of inspiratory volum e, PEF = peak expiratory flow, EF50 = m idtidal 
expiratory flow, EF25 = expiratory flow at expiratory volum e plus 25% VE.
All gas flow s and volum es are corrected to BTPS.
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to 58% for Tl. Typical examples of TBFVLs observed during the first 3 min of 
the post-treatment period are depicted in Figure 12. In general, TBFVLs 
recorded following administration of treatm ents were of similar shape to those 
recorded under control conditions. All subjects tha t received histamine and 
methacholine treatm ents had resting TBFVLs with a biphasic nature. The 
biphasic nature of the expiratory portions of TBFVLs recorded during the 
resistance treatm ent was preserved, but the inspiratory portion of these 
TBFVLs was more regular. Expiratory and inspiratory flows were increased 
with histamine and methacholine treatments. This, associated with markedly 
increased respiratory rates, produced Vi and VE that were only slightly less 
than control. During the resistance treatment, PIF occurred closer to the end 
of inspiration than under control conditions.
Means and SD of the standardized factor scores for each of the treatm ents are 
summarized in Table 24. The SD of the standardized factor scores for all 
factors were close to unity under control conditions. Furthermore, under 
control conditions the means of the scores for factors 2 and 3 were close to 
zero. Although the mean score for factor 1 was -0.45, it was not significantly 
different from zero. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed tha t 
there was a significant treatm ent effect on all 3 factor scores. Mean scores for 
factor 1 following histamine and methacholine treatm ents were significantly 
less than control. Following histamine and methacholine treatments, the mean 


















-1 0 - 1 0
Volume (1) Volume (1)-15 -15  I-
Figure 12. Typical examples of TBFVLs recorded during the first 3 min of the 
post-treatment period for each of the treatm ents administered to one subject.
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T able 24. Means and SD of the standardized factor scores for each treatm ent 
during the first 3 min of the post-treatment period for the 18 subjects.
Treatment
Standardized Factor Scores
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
Control -0.45 ± 0.95 0.09 ± 1.15 0.13 ±0.83
Histamine -1.05 ± 1.10* 1.47 ± 1.32* 0.61 ± 1.41*
Methacholine -1.11 ± 1.02* 1.82 ± 2.10’ 0.78 ± 1.43*
Resistance -0.71 ± 0.87 0.54 ± 1.35 -0.43 ± 0.87*
* - significantly different from control value at 95% confidence level.
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score 3 were significantly greater than control following histamine and 
methacholine treatments, but were significantly less than control following the 
resistance treatment.
Table 25 summarizes the means and SD of each replicate within each 
treatm ent in the subjects tha t received all treatm ents of 3 occasions. Two-way 
ANOVA revealed tha t there were significant replicate and treatm ent effects for 
factor score 1. Duncan’s multiple range test showed that the mean for factor 
score 1 for replicate 1 was significantly less than tha t for replicate 2 or 3. 
ANOVA also revealed tha t there was an interaction between replicate and 
treatm ent for factor score 2, thus making interpretation of the replicate and 
treatm ent effects impossible. Factor score 3 had a significant treatm ent effect, 
but there was no significant replicate effect.
DISCUSSION
For emphysematous horses, the peculiar biphasic nature of the resting equine 
spirogram is no longer apparent (Gillespie et al., 1966). During the present 
studies the inspiratory and expiratory parts of TBFVLs were biphasic for all 
subjects tha t received histamine and methacholine treatments. These findings 
suggest tha t the degree of pulmonary dysfunction induced by inhalation of 
histamine and methacholine aerosols with concentrations of 10 and 2 mg-mf \  
respectively, is less than tha t observed for emphysematous horses. The degree
Table 25. Means and SD of the standardized factor scores for each treatm ent and replicate for the 4 horses that
received all treatm ents on 3 occasions.
Replicate
Standardized Factor Scores
Treatment Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
Control 1 -0.49 ± 0.78 0.53 ± 1.33 -0.36 ± 0.39
2 0.25 ± 1.03 -1.09 ± 0.77 -0.31 ± 0.22
3 0.23 ± 0.97 -1.29 ± 0.55 0.50 ± 0.66
Histamine 1 -0.80 ± 1.07 2.05 ± 1.84 0.57 ± 1.99
2 -0.70 ± 0.96 1.35 ± 1.84 0.41 ± 0.97
3 -0.12 ± 0.62 1.56 ± 2.28 0.72 ± 0.84
Methacholine 1 -0.28 ± 0.81 2.97 ± 2.50 0.85 ± 1.72
2 -0.60 ± 0.56 0.61 ± 0.72 -0.39 ± 1.17
3 -0.29 ± 0.49 -0.43 ± 1.32 0.20 ± 0.84
Resistance 1 -0.50 ± 1.03 0.98 ± 0.75 -0.60 ± 0.84
2 0.65 ± 1.01 -0.68 ± 0.43 -0.40 ± 0.34
3 0.54 ± 0.56 0.47 ± 0.89 -0.98 ± 0.62
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of pulmonary dysfunction induced by these two models was similar and 
probably comparable with th a t caused by certain sub-clinical small airway 
conditions.
Although the expiratory portions of TBFVLs recorded from subjects tha t 
received the resistance treatm ent were unaffected by treatment, the 
inspiratory part of these TBFVLs lacked the typical biphasic profile. The 
reason for this apparent change in breathing strategy was not immediately 
obvious, but may have been associated with an earlier onset of active 
inspiration due to increases in perceived inspiratory load.
Under control conditions, the inter-individual coefficients of variation of 
TBFVL indices varied between 13 and 33%, which is similar to the variability 
of the data reported by other studies (Art & Lekeux, 1988a) and in Chapters 
4 and 5. The variation of the indices for subjects tha t received the resistance 
treatm ent was similar to th a t of control. Data from the histamine and 
methacholine treatm ents were more variable with CVs as much as 60% in 
some cases. The large variability for all of the indices of TBFVLs, both under 
control conditions and following application of the treatm ents, confirms the 
finding tha t resting TBFVL indices are probably too variable to detect 
individual horses with sub-clinical airway disease (see Chapter 5). 
Furthermore, the high correlations, both positive and negative, between the 
various TBFVL indices (see Chapter 5) complicate the interpretation of
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changes in individual indices and preclude the use of standard univariate 
statistical methods for analysis of these changes (.Johnson & Wichern. 19881
Application of standardized factor scoring coefficients for 3 factors, obtained 
from a previous study (.see Chapter 5). to data obtained using the same 
experimental methods in the present study resulted in standardized factor 
scores for each treatment. This scoring procedure summarized the present 
data set in terms of the factors and excluded redundant information from the 
analysis. Furthermore, as the factors were mutually orthogonal uincorrelated\ 
the factor scores could be analyzed using univariate techniques without 
violating the assumption that variables were independent (.Johnson & Wichern. 
198S).
The findings that under control conditions the means of the factor scores were 
close to zero, and that SDs were close to unity provided support to the validity 
of the factor analysis techniques used to summarize t he data, (.liven t hat the 
standardized scoring coefficients for factor 1 load negatively on respiratory rate 
and positively on Tl, Te and VE (see Chapter 5). and that f was slightly higher, 
while Tl, Te and VE were slightly lower in the present st udy t han in the study 
presented in Chapter 5, the non-significant negative bias on the mean of factor 
score 1 in the present study is not surprising.
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The significant decrease associated with factor score 1 for subjects that 
received histamine and methacholine treatm ents reaffirms the significant 
effects that these non-specific bronchoconstrictors have on respiratory rate (see 
Chapter 4). The finding tha t factor scores 1 and 2 were not significantly 
different from control for animals that received the resistance treatment 
suggests tha t this model of upper airway dysfunction has little effect on eit her 
the ‘time-volume’ relationships of the spirogram or the expiratory flows at 
specific lung volumes.
PEF, EF50 and EF25 (see Table 23) and factor score 2 (expiratory factor) all 
increased markedly for animals that received the histamine and methacholine 
treatments, indicating that subjects were able to increase expiratory flow at all 
lung volumes investigated. These findings suggest that expiratory flow does 
not become limited at any of the points investigated using resting normal 
subjects under control conditions. The degree of expiratory flow limitation 
present following histamine and methacholine remains undetermined. As 
much of the sensitivity of expiratory flow volume loop analysis for man is 
based on the FVLs ability to quantify expiratory flow limitation, it follows that 
the sensitivity of TBFVL analysis for quantifying expiratory flow limitation for 
horses could not be discerned in these studies. Application of similar 
techniques under the imposed stress of exercise could possibly overcome this 
shortcoming of TBFVL analysis.
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Factor score 3 was also increased significantly for animals that received 
histamine and methacholine treatments. The major port ion of t hese increases 
was due to increased respiratory rate without changes in tidal volume. 
Application of the resistance treatment caused a significant decrease in factor 
score 3, indicating that this treatm ent caused general decreases in inspiratory 
flows. These findings were supported by observations that values for PIF. IP;,0 
and IF25 were also decreased following this treatment. The simplicity and 
reversibility of the fixed resistance model of upper airway obst ruction used in 
these studies, along with its obvious ability to mimic the effects of URT 
conditions on inspiratory flows, even at rest, suggest that use of such models 
may prove valuable for further understanding of these conditions.
Variability between replicates for the same subjects was different for the 3 
factor scores. The significant difference between the means for factor score 1 
for different replicates was mainly due to variations associated with 
respiratory rate. The moderate and small variability associated with factor 
scores 2 and 3, respectively, were due to the effects of increased inspiratory 
and expiratory flows associated with increases in respiratory rate without, 
change in tidal volume. These findings also suggest that analysis of TBFVLs 
from resting horses may be appropriate for studying effects of treatm ents or 
disease on groups of animals and not for detecting individual animals with 
obstructive airway conditions.
SUMMARY
On the basis of resting TBFVL analysis, the degree of pulmonary dysfunction 
caused by inhalation of histamine and methacholine aerosols with 
concentrations of 10 and 2 mg-mf', respectively, was similar. As the changes 
associated with the spirogram of subjects that received histamine and 
methacholine aerosols were not as severe as those associated with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (Gillespie et ciL. 1966), these models of small 
airway disease are probably of similar severity to certain sub-clinical small 
airway conditions.
The fixed resistance model of URT conditions also caused noticeable changes 
in the resting spirogram and TBFVL indices, suggesting that this model may 
prove valuable for further studies into such conditions. The large intra- and 
inter-individual variation observed both with the indices of TBFVL and wit h 
the factor scores limits the potential of these variables for detecting individual 
animals with obstructive airway disease. Re-evaluation of these indices under 
the stress of exercise may reduce the variability observed with these data and 
may increase the magnitude of differences bet ween different animals, and thus 
provide a means of detecting individual animals with sub-clinical obst ruct ive 
airway conditions.
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The close agreement between the factor scores obtained under control 
conditions in this and in the previous study (see Chapter 5) confirm that the 
factor analysis used for both of these studies provide an adequate means of 
reducing TBFVL data. Administration of histamine and methacholine aerosols 
resulted in significant changes for all factor scores, although most of the 
observed changes were due to the effects of these aerosols on respiratory rate. 
These findings re-emphasize the importance of the effects of respiratory rate 
on pulmonary mechanics. Application of the resistance treatm ent to subjects 
resulted in significant changes in factor score 3, the ‘inspiratory’ factor, which 
lends support to the validity of this model for URT conditions.
CHAPTER 7
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn from these studies:
1. The microcomputer system developed enabled a single trained 
technician to reliably calibrate equipmant used in an equine pulmonary 
function laboratory.
2. The experimental techniques developed in these studies allowed 
simultaneous administration of treatm ents that mimicked the effects of 
obstructive airway disease and data collection, thus overcoming some of 
the limitations of previous methodologies.
3. The between-breath variation in the traditional variables used to 
describe pulmonary mechanics in horses was extremely large and 
therefore these response variables could not be reliably modeled on a 
breath-by-breath basis.
4. Application of averaging techniques to data obtained on a breath-by- 
breath basis reduced the variability of traditional pulmonary mechanics 
variables. Averaging enabled construction of simple exponential models
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tha t described the temporal effects of histamine and methacholine 
aerosol inhalation, both during the treatm ent and post-treatment 
phases, in some, but not all, subjects.
All traditional pulmonary mechanics response variables investigated had 
distributions tha t were approximately logarithmically normal. This 
necessitated logarithmic transformation of data prior to statistical 
analysis.
Of the response variables investigated, the temporal effects of inhaled 
histamine and methacholine aerosols were most predictable for 
respiratory rate.
For some subjects tha t received histamine and methacholine aerosols, 
the overall effect of the drugs on respiratory rate during baseline, 
treatm ent and post-treatment phases of the experiments were well 
described by a single non-linear model consisting of a linear baseline 
phase, an exponentially increasing treatm ent phase and exponentially 
decaying post-treatment phase.
Tidal breathing flow-volume loop (TBFVL) indices were highly variable 
under control conditions. This implied tha t these indices could not be
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used to detect individual subjects with sub-clinical obstructive airway 
disease.
9. Under control conditions, in excess of 90% of the variance of 10 indices 
of TBFVL shape was summarized by 3 common factors obtained using 
maximum-likelihood factor analysis techniques with varimax rotation.
10. The first common factor was responsible for 81% of the variance of data 
from normal horses and described the ‘time-volume’ relationships of the 
data set. Factor 2 explained 12% of the variance, and described the 
expiratory portion of the TBFVLs. The third factor explained the 
remaining 7% of the total variance, and characterized the inspiratory 
portion of the TBFVLs.
11. Variability of TBFVL indices increased following inhalation of histamine 
and methacholine aerosols. Variability of these indices for subjects tha t 
received the fixed resistance treatm ent was similar to that of controls.
12. Administration of histamine and methacholine aerosols resulted in 
significant changes (P < 0.05) in the ‘time-volume’, ‘expiratory’ and 
‘inspiratory’ factors. Most of the observed changes were due to increases 
associated with respiratory rate without accompanying tidal volume 
changes.
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13. Application of a fixed inspiratory resistance caused marked decreases in 
inspiratory flows at all lung volumes and caused significant changes (P 
< 0.05) for only the ‘inspiratory’ factor.
14. Administration of histamine and methacholine aerosols resulted in 
increased expiratory flows a t all volumes investigated, thus confirming 
tha t expiratory flow limitation did not occur in subjects tha t received the 
control treatment.
15. These studies did not provide data to confirm expiratory flow limitation 
in subjects tha t received histamine and methacholine aerosols.
16. No differences between the effects of histamine and methacholine 
aerosols on pulmonary mechanics could be discerned with the indices 
used in these studies.
17. Inhalation of histamine and methacholime aerosols with concentrations 
of 10 and 2 mg-mf1, respectively, was associated with a degree of 
pulmonary dysfunction tha t was probably comparable to tha t expected 
in some sub-clinical small airway diseases.
18. The addition of a fixed inspiratory resistance mimicked the effects of 
upper respiratory tract (URT) obstruction on inspiratory flows and
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TBFVL indices. This simple, reversible model of URT obstruction may 
provide a practical method for further studies on such conditions.
19. Changes in respiratory rate were associated with pronounced effects 
involving both traditional and TBFVL indices of pulmonary mechanics, 
and the effects of treatm ents on pulmonary mechanics could not be 
evaluated without considering the effects of respiratory rate.
20. Although resting TBFVL indices and factor scores obtained from TBFVL 
data could distinguish between groups of horses th a t received 
treatm ents tha t mimicked the effects of obstructive airway disease, they 
were not sensitive enough to detect individual animals with sub-clinical 
obstructive airway disease.
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